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Cosmological Optical Theorem, and explicit perturbative calculations. We then discuss a
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we provide explicit results for the parity-odd trispectrum for (i) violations of scale invariance
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1 Introduction

Usually we try to constrain the laws of physics at very high energies by attentively staring
into the night sky. In this work, we instead stare into a mirror that stares into the night
sky. If the relevant laws of physics during the primordial universe violate parity (point
inversion), the image in the mirror will appear to belong to a universe that is not ours.

When inquiring about parity violation in the primordial universe, it is natural to ask
what observables are most sensitive to this effect. The answer splits into two relevant cases:
either we only have access to the scalar sector of primordial correlators, or we also observe
correlators of spinning fields such as the tensor sector involving primordial gravitational
waves. When considering spinning fields, parity violation can already be detected at the
level of the two-point function, where for example, the two helicities of the graviton can
have a different power [2]. All higher order correlators involving spinning fields can also
show signs of parity violation, although they are often more constrained compared to their
parity-even counterparts as recently shown for the graviton bispectrum [3] (see also [4]).
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Conversely, if we are only allowed to consider correlators of scalar fields,1 we have to dig
much deeper. In this case, for the two- and three-point scalar correlators, namely the power
spectrum and the bispectrum, invariance under rotations and translations automatically
implies invariance under parity. The reason is simple: working in Fourier space, momentum
conservation requires all momenta to lie on one plane and then a rotation perpendicular
to this plane is identical to a parity transformation.2 The first time that parity violation
can manifest itself in scalar correlators is therefore in the four-point function, a.k.a. the
trispectrum, which is the focus of this work. We will derive a set of no-go theorems and
yes-go examples for parity violation in this scalar trispectrum. Other discussions of the
parity-odd scalar trispectrum in the literature can be found in [1, 5], while for the parity-
even trispectrum see [6–9].

Our motivation for this work is twofold. As we have just discussed, in the scalar
sector the trispectrum is the leading possible signal of parity violation so understanding its
properties is important. Given that parity violation in the graviton bispectrum is highly
restricted [3], one might expect similar restrictions for the scalar trispectrum and indeed
we will show that this is the case. Furthermore, two recent papers [10, 11] (see also [12])
searched for signs of parity violation in the BOSS galaxy survey, and found hints of parity
violation. Although further investigation is clearly necessary to exclude non-primordial
sources of parity violation, we take these preliminary and tantalising findings as further
motivation to ask about the microscopic underpinning of parity violation in the primordial
scalar trispectrum.

It will be convenient to decompose a general parity violating scalar correlator into a
parity odd (PO) and a parity even contribution (PE) as

〈 n∏
a=1

φ(ka)
〉

= (2π)3δ
(3)
D

( n∑
a=1

ka
)
Bn({k}) , (1.1)

BPE
n (k1, . . . ,kn) ≡ 1

2 [Bn({k}) +Bn(−{k})] , (1.2)

BPO
n (k1, . . . ,kn) ≡ 1

2 [Bn({k})−Bn(−{k})] , (1.3)

where in Bn we factor out the ever-present momentum conserving delta function that
appears due to spatial homogeneity. Recall that the expectation value of Hermitian opera-
tors must be real. Real fields are Hermitian operators in position space, φ(x)† = φ(x), but
their Fourier transform is not. Indeed, the reality of φ(x) requires φ(k)† = φ(−k) and so
φ(k) is a parity transformation away from being Hermitian. As a consequence, a general
parity-violating correlator in Fourier space is a complex number and its parity-even and

1By scalar field we mean a field invariant under rotations and under parity. In particular, in our
nomenclature a pseudo-scalar is not a scalar field.

2More generally, parity violation must vanish for any n-point scalar correlation function in d spatial
dimensions where the n−1 independent momenta span a subspace of dimension less than d. As a corollary,
parity violation can appear only for n > d. It would be interesting to see if this has any implications for
theories with extra dimensions.
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parity-odd components correspond to its real and (i times) imaginary part respectively i.e.

BPE
n = ReBn ∈ R , (1.4)

BPO
n = i ImBn ∈ i× R . (1.5)

In this paper we study BPO
4 for curvature perturbations generated during inflation around

a quasi de Sitter spacetime. We work in perturbation theory at tree-level and we make
ample use of many recent results derived within the cosmological bootstrap program. In
particular, we use the Cosmological Optical Theorem (COT) [13], which is a consequence
of unitary time evolution and the choice of the Bunch-Davies vacuum, the Manifestly Local
Test (MLT) [14], which is necessary condition for manifestly local interactions, and recent
results that provide exact expressions for correlators involving massive fields [15, 16]. We
derive a series of no-go theorems and discuss a number of yes-go examples that invalidate
different assumptions of the no-go theorems. We work in the decoupling limit of the
Effective Field Theory of Inflation (EFTI) [17], where the small effects of dynamical gravity
are ignored, so our main object of interest is the trispectrum of the EFTI Goldstone mode
π(η,x) that non-linearly realises the broken de Sitter boosts. Our no-go theorems crucially
rely on scale invariance, which in turn fixes the overall scaling of cosmological correlators
with the various momenta, and we will show how breaking scale invariance allows for many
possible parity odd trispectra giving concrete examples.

Summary of the results. Our main results are summarized as follows. We prove a
series of no-go theorems for generating a parity-odd scalar trispectrum BPO

4 and higher-
point correlation functions BPO

n of curvature perturbations. In particular, we prove that
BPO
n = 0 for any n ≥ 2 at tree-level assuming scale invariance and a Bunch-Davies state

in single-clock inflation. This had already been derived by Liu, Tong, Wang and Xianyu
in [1] by manipulation of the explicit perturbative contributions. Our re-derivation stresses
the importance of the assumption of unitarity and the choice of vacuum. We extend these
results in a few different directions, always under the assumption of a Bunch-Davies vacuum
and scale invariance at tree level.

• BPO
4 = 0 in the presence of any number of scalars of any mass.

• BPO
n = 0 for any number of fields of any spin as long as they all have massless

or conformally-coupled de Sitter mode functions (see (3.14)). Crucially, this relies
on the interaction being IR-finite, which corresponds to the restriction ni + 2nη ≥
4 with ni,η the number of spatial and time derivatives respectively. Interactions
with only three spatial derivatives, such as the one in (4.2), give rise to log[η0] late-
time divergences in the wavefunction and then unitarity demands an associated non-
vanishing contribution to the n-point correlator (see (4.3)), BPO

n 6= 0, as anticipated
in [3].

• BPO
4 = 0 in the presence of full de Sitter isometries, or equivalently full conformal

invariance at the boundary (section 3.1). This is true even before imposing soft
theorems, which would require this contribution to vanish anyways in single-clock
inflation [18].
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• Small corrections to the linear dispersion implied by the Bunch-Davies vacuum do
not alter any of the above conclusions in perturbation theory. This applies also to
quadratic mixing operators in the action.

Then, we derive a series of yes-go examples in which one of the assumptions of the no-go
results is relaxed.

• For non-scale-invariant interactions we find BPO 6= 0, as expected for example from
the discussion in [19]. This can happen in two ways: via IR-divergences that break
scale invariance at the scale we cut-off the time integrals η0, as discussed above, or
because of time-dependent couplings that can generally arise in the EFTI. A non-
vanishing contribution arises already at the level of a single contact interaction in
single-clock models. The size of the parity-odd non-Gaussianity depends on how
strongly scale invariance is broken.

• As an example of a non-Bunch-Davies vacuum we consider the non-linear dispersion
relation of the Ghost condensate [20, 21], ω2 ∝ k4. We show that both the leading
and the subleading (in the EFT expansion) parity-odd self-interactions can give rise
to a non-zero parity-odd signal. Our final results are, respectively

Bζ
4 = 128iπ3Λ5(HΛ̃)1/2

MPOΛ̃5Γ(3
4)2

(∆2
ζ)3 (k2 ·k3×k4)(k1 ·k3)(k1 ·k2)(k3 ·k4)

k
3
2
1 k

3
2
2 k

3
2
3 k

3
2
4

ImT (k1,k2,k3,k4)

+23 perms. , (1.6)

Bζ
4 = 512iπ3Λ5(HΛ̃)3/2

Λ2
POΛ̃6Γ(3

4)2
(∆2

ζ)3(k2 ·k3×k4)(k2 ·k3)k
1
2
1 k
− 3

2
2 k

1
2
3 k

1
2
4 T (k1,k2,k3,k4)

+23 perms. (1.7)

In these two equations T is given respectively by

T =
∫ +∞

0
dλλ11H

(1)
3
4

(2ik2
1λ

2)H(1)
3
4

(2ik2
2λ

2)H(1)
3
4

(2ik2
3λ

2)H(1)
3
4

(2ik2
4λ

2) (1.8)

and

T =
∫ +∞

0
dλλ13H

(1)
− 1

4
(2ik2

1λ
2)H(1)

3
4

(2ik2
2λ

2)H(1)
3
4

(2ik2
3λ

2)H(1)
3
4

(2ik2
4λ

2) , (1.9)

Λ and Λ̃ are the energy scales entering the non-linear dispersion relation (ω = Λ̃k2/Λ2

in flat space, see also eq. (5.5) for the quadratic action in de Sitter spacetime), MPO
and ΛPO set the scale of the parity-odd interaction for the leading and subleading
interactions (eqs. (5.22) and (5.12), respectively), and finally ∆2

ζ is the amplitude of
the curvature power spectrum, Pζ(k) = ∆2

ζ/k
3.

• The tree-level exchange of massive spinning fields leads to a non-vanishing BPO
4 ,

whose overall size depends on the mass. For the explicit example of a spin-1 vector
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field we find the final result in (6.40), which we report here

Bζ
4 =−

( 4∏
a=1

Pζ(ka)
)
c4
sλ1λ3
H3 (s2−k2

1−k2
2)(s2−k2

3−k2
4)(k1−k2)(k3−k4)(k3 ·k4×k2)

×[k12I3(csk12,s)+icsk1k2I4(csk12,s)][k34I4(csk34,s)+icsk3k4I5(csk34,s)]

×sin
(
π

2 (ν+1/2)
)

cos
(
π

2 (ν+1/2)
)

+[(1,2)↔ (3,4)]

+t+u.
(1.10)

Here In are the integrals defined in eq. (6.37):

In(a, b) = (−1)n+1 H√
2b

(
i

2b

)n Γ (α) Γ (β)
Γ(1 + n) × 2F1

(
α, β; 1 + n; 1

2 −
a

2b

)
, (1.11)

where α = 1
2 +n− ν, β = 1

2 +n+ ν and the mass m of the exchanged field enters via
ν =

√
9/4−m2/H2. The corresponding overall amplitude is shown in figure 5. In

agreement with the above no-go results we find that BPO
4 = 0 when the exchanged

vector field has mode functions corresponding to m = 0 or m2 = 2H2.

Before concluding, we stress that in this work we discuss exclusively tree-level processes.
Remarkably, loop contributions can be the leading source of BPO

4 , but we defer a thorough
discussion of this exciting possibility to an upcoming paper.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we set the stage by
very briefly reviewing the Effective Field Theory of Inflation (EFTI), showing how the
trispectrum is related to the wavefunction of the Universe, and fixing a normalisation for
the trispectrum. In section 3 we discuss a series of no-go theorems to produce a non-
vanishing BPO

n using either scalars of any mass at tree-level or fields of any spin with
massless and conformally-coupled de Sitter mode functions. We then show how relaxing
different assumptions leads to different predictions for a non-vanishing BPO

4 . In section 4 we
relax the assumption of exact scale invariance and show how this can lead to non-vanishing
BPO

4 thanks to either IR-divergences or time-dependent couplings. In section 5, we relax
the condition of a Bunch-Davies vacuum and as a concrete example we study the Ghost
Condensate, which features a non-linear dispersion relation. Then, in section 6 we allow
for massive spinning fields and compute BPO

4 due to the exchange of a massive spin-1 field.
We conclude in section 7.

While this paper was being finalised, another paper appeared that also considers the
effects of massive particle exchange on parity-odd inflationary correlators [22].

Notations and conventions. The exchanged momenta and energy in a four-point ex-
change diagram are defined by

s = k1 + k2 , t = k1 + k3 , u = k2 + k3 , (1.12)
s = |k1 + k2| , t = |k1 + k3| , u = |k2 + k3| . (1.13)
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These energies satisfy the non-linear relation

4∑
a=1

k2
a = s2 + t2 + u2 . (1.14)

2 Generalities

In this section we summarize some results on the wavefunction approach to quantum field
theory in curved spacetime and discuss the action of the Effective Field Theory of Inflation
(EFTI) in the decoupling limit where we neglect the effects of dynamical gravity. Finally,
we setup the normalisation of the trispectrum that we will use throughout this paper.

2.1 The Effective Field Theory of Inflation and the decoupling limit

In the EFTI [17] (see e.g. [23] for a review), operators are constructed from building blocks
that are invariant under spatial diffeomorphisms. These can be constructed from g00 and
the normal nµ to the hypersurfaces of constant time. For example, one can consider the
extrinsic curvature Kµν of these hypersurfaces. In unitary gauge the action takes the
form [17]

S=
∫

d4x
√
−g
[
M2

P
2 R+M2

PḢg
00−M2

P(3H2+Ḣ)+M4
2

2 (g00+1)2+M4
3

6 (g00+1)3+· · ·

− M̄
3
1

2 (g00+1)δK− M̄
2
2

2 δK2+· · ·+higher-order operators
] ,

(2.1)

where δKµν = Kµν − Hhµν , and hµν = gµν + nµnν . The first three terms correspond to
the minimal action of slow-roll inflation, with Einstein gravity plus the terms required to
make the background metric a consistent solution. All remaining terms in the action start
at quadratic order or higher in perturbations, so tadpole cancellation is guaranteed to all
orders. Here we are primarily interested in the decoupling limit of inflationary theories,
which is well-suited to studying large non-Gaussianities. The ever-present fluctuations of
the clock, in this limit, are better described by the scalar degree of freedom π(t,x). In the
decoupling limit this scalar mode decouples from metric fluctuations, and we can view it
as the Goldstone boson of the spontaneously broken de Sitter boosts. Moreover, π inherits
a shift symmetry which ensures an approximately scale invariant power spectrum of scalar
fluctuations, as dictated by observations. On superhorizon scales, the relationship between
π and the comoving curvature perturbation is a simple rescaling: ζ = −Hπ. Throughout
we will take the background metric to be exact de Sitter,

ds2 = a2(η)(−dη2 + dx2) , a(η) = − 1
ηH

, (2.2)

where H is the approximately constant Hubble parameter during inflation. This allows us
to capture the leading contributions to inflationary correlators [24]. One can obtain the

– 6 –
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action for π via the Stückelberg trick, which in the decoupling limit and neglecting terms
suppressed by −Ḣ/H2 reads [25]3

g00+1 =−2π̇−π̇2+ (∂iπ)2

a2 , (2.3)

nµ =
δ0
µ+∂µπ√

1+2π̇+π̇2− (∂iπ)2

a2

, (2.4)

δKi
j =−(1−π̇)δ

ik∂k∂jπ

a2 +H

2
(∂kπ)2

a2 δij−H
δik∂kπ∂jπ

a2 + δik∂kπ̇∂jπ

a2 + δik∂j π̇∂kπ

a2 +O(π3) ,
(2.5)

where δKi
0, δK0

j and δK0
0 can be obtained using the relations δKµ

νn
ν = 0, δKµ

νnµ = 0
and δKµ

νnµn
ν = 0. For example, we have δK0

j(1 + π̇) = −δKi
j∂iπ. While the action for π

coming from eqs. (2.1), (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) is naturally written in cosmic time t, it is in
conformal time η that scale invariance is manifest and is the time coordinate most suited
to computing late-time cosmological correlators. We will switch between t and η in the
rest of the work, while always denoting the Goldstone mode by π.

Two different regimes of the free theory of π will be of interest in this paper [17]:

• First, there is the case where the free theory is dictated by the tadpole M2
PḢg

00

and the operator M4
2 . As is well known, M4

2 leads to a linear dispersion relation
ω = csk for π, with speed of sound 1/c2

s = 1−M4
2 /(ḢM2

P). In the limit of small
cs one has large non-Gaussianities of the equilateral and orthogonal form of order
1/c2

s [17, 26, 27] (see [28, 29] for recent constraints on these non-Gaussianities from
BOSS data). Another case that falls under the same umbrella is the “de Sitter limit”
Ḣ → 0, cs → 0 such that −ḢM2

P(1− c2
s)/c2

s = 2M4
2 stays fixed, and the free theory

is dominated by the operators M4
2 and M̄3

1 . This leads again to a linear dispersion
relation with a speed of sound cs of order H/M � 1 for M2 ∼ M1 ∼ M � H, and
non-Gaussianities of order (M/H)2. As far as the results of this work are concerned,
this case can be grouped with the one with tadpole andM4

2 dominating the quadratic
action since for both ω ∝ k.

• Then, we will consider the de Sitter limit in which the free theory is determined
by M4

2 , and terms quadratic in the extrinsic curvature. This leads to a quadratic
dispersion relation ω ∝ k2 and non-Gaussianities that scale as 1/P 2/5

ζ . This case
corresponds to the Ghost Inflation [21] limit of the EFTI.

Let us again emphasize that the crucial difference between these regimes of the EFTI is the
dispersion relation of π. As we will see in sections 3 and 5, this will have very important
implications for the existence of parity violation in the scalar trispectrum.

With regards to interactions, in this paper quartic self-interactions of the Goldstone
will be important, as will cubic interactions that involve two Goldstone modes and one other

3We are working in the limit of exact scale invariance which means that any time dependence in the
action comes from the background metric rather than time-dependent couplings. We will, however, allow
for time-dependent couplings when we come to discuss the breaking of scale invariance in section 4.

– 7 –
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field that will contribute to exchange diagrams. Such interactions can arise as the leading
ones from some covariant operator in the EFTI, or as sub-leading terms required by the non-
linearly realised symmetries. For example, quartic self-interactions can arise from operators
with four building blocks, each which start at linear order in π, or from operators with
two or three building blocks which can start at quadratic or cubic order in perturbations.
Interestingly, in the decoupling limit this former choice cannot yield quadratic or cubic
terms if the covariant operator is parity-odd as there are no such operators for scalars.
This means that the quartic interactions are in some sense the leading ones, in this case.
This does not mean that they are degenerate with the four building block operators, rather
we expect that they can be distinguished by how they realise the leading order parts of the
non-linear symmetries. Quartic vertices coming from four building block operators will be
“invariants” in the context of non-linear realisations, whereas those coming lower building
block operators will be “Wess-Zumino” terms. As far as we are aware no classification of
such Wess-Zumino terms has been performed and it is certainly an interesting avenue for
future work, but given that in this work we aim to provide some examples of parity-violation
in the trispectrum we will concentrate on the former possibility.

2.2 The wavefunction, the density matrix and cosmological correlators

To compute cosmological correlators we will use both the wavefunction and the in-in for-
malism. Here we review the former and discuss the latter in section 3.3. The wavefunction4

can be defined formally in terms of a bulk path integral with specified boundary conditions

Ψ[φ, η0] = 〈φ| |Ψη0〉 =
∫ φ(η0)=φ

Ω at η→−∞
DΦ eiS[φ] , (2.6)

where |Ψη0〉 is the quantum state of the system at some late conformal time η0 → 0, Ω
represents the initial condition at η → −∞, 〈φ| a basis of (non-normalizable) field eigen-
states with eigenvalue φ(k) and S is some action functional of the fields that determines the
theory under consideration. We will parameterize Ψ in terms of wavefunction coefficients
ψn, which contain all the dynamical information about bulk evolution and which can be
written in the following way5

Ψ[η0, φ] = exp
[
−

+∞∑
n=2

1
n!

∫
k1...kn

ψn({k}, {k})(2π)3δ
(3)
D

( n∑
a=1

ka
)
φ(k1) · · ·φ(kn)

]
. (2.7)

Here {k} collectively denotes the energies6 ka = |ka| of the n external fields, {k} collectively
denotes their spatial momenta, and φ(k) collectively represents all fields in the theory with

4As common in the phenomenological literature, here we are assuming the system is in a pure state.
Given that we work with effective field theories with a limited validity in energy scale and that we study
an expanding universe, one expects some (small) corrections from entanglement with high-energy modes,
see e.g. [30]. It would be nice to have a systematic study of these corrections.

5The non-perturbative wavefunction can contain terms for which log Ψ is not an analytical functional of
φ at φ = 0. We omit this possibility in our parameterization because no such terms appear in perturbation
theory.

6We refer to the magnitude of a spatial momentum vector as “energy” despite the absence of time
translation symmetry in cosmology.
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indices suppressed. Notice that this parameterization does not require any saddle-point
approximation of the bulk path integral that defines Ψ. In fact, the wavefunction coefficient
can be found non-perturbatively from

ψn({k}, {k})(2π)3δ
(3)
D

( n∑
a=1

ka
)

= −δ
n log Ψ[η0, φ]
δφk1 · · · δφkn

∣∣∣∣
φ=0

= −(i)n 〈0η0 |Πk1 · · ·Πkn |Ψη0〉
〈0η0 |Ψη0〉

,

(2.8)

where in the second line we provided a matrix element definition (see e.g. [31]) with |0η0〉
the eigenstate where all fields vanish at time η0 and Π the momentum conjugate of φ.
Upon renormalization, ψn can be computed to any desired order in perturbation theory
including any number of loops. In this work we focus on the natural observables of the
Poincaré patch of de Sitter and of inflationary cosmology, namely correlation functions of
the equal-time product of fields at the future conformal boundary η0 → 0. Notice that
the correlators of both massive fields and of derivatives of massless fields decay with some
positive power of η. In the inflationary context, this corresponds to a suppression of these
correlators by some positive powers of e−N with N ' O(50) the number of e-foldings of
inflation. Hence we focus on computing only correlators of the product of massless fields,
namely 〈 n∏

a

φ(ka)
〉
c

= (2π)3δ
(3)
D

( n∑
a=1

ka
)
Bn({k}) , (2.9)

Bn({k}) =
∫
DφΨ[φ]Ψ[φ]∗ ∏n

a φ(ka)∫
DφΨ[φ]Ψ[φ]∗ , (2.10)

where “c” stands for connected, i.e. with a single overall momentum-conserving delta func-
tion, and Dφ denotes a Euclidean three-dimensional path integral (in contrast with the
3 + 1 Lorentzian path integral in (2.6)). All the dynamical information that we need is
now contained in |Ψ[φ]|2, which we recognize to be the diagonal of the density matrix ρ

ρ̂ = |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| ⇒ ρφφ̃ = 〈φ| ρ̂ |φ̃〉 , (2.11)

|Ψ[φ]|2 = Ψ[φ]Ψ[φ]∗ = 〈φ|Ψ〉 〈Ψ|φ〉 = ρφφ . (2.12)

Analogously to what we did for the wavefunction, we can parameterize ρφφ as

ρφφ = |Ψ|2 = exp
[
−

+∞∑
n=2

1
n!

∫
k1...kn

ρn({k}, {k})(2π)3δ
(3)
D

( n∑
a=1

ka
)
φ(k1) · · ·φ(kn)

]
,

(2.13)
where the density matrix coefficients are related to the wavefunction coefficients by

ρn({k}, {k}) = ψn({k}, {k}) + ψ∗n({k}, {−k}) . (2.14)

In perturbation theory, correlators can be computed in terms of the ρn’s. For example, at
tree level we have

B2 ≡ P = 1
ρ2
, Bcontact

n = − ρn∏n
a=1 ρ2(ka)

, B4 = − 1∏4
a=1 ρ2(ka)

[
ρ4 −

ρ3ρ3
ρ2

]
, (2.15)
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where P is the power spectrum. For the four-point function due to exchange processes,
we refer to the contribution ρ3ρ3 as the “factorised contribution”. While these expressions
assume a single scalar field, it is straightforward to generalize them to any number of fields
of any spin. In section 6 we will present an explicit formula for B4 due the exchange of
spinning fields.

2.3 Normalization of the parity-odd trispectrum

Before proceeding, it is sensible to fix a normalisation for the trispectrum BPO
4 . Given that

this object must be parity odd and invariant under any permutation of the four external
momenta ka, it can always be written as

BPO
4 ({k}) = (k1 × k2 · k3) F123 + 3 perms. = (k1 × k2 · k3) [F123 − F234 + F134 − F124] ,

(2.16)
where Fabc is an alternating function of three momenta

Fabc = F (ka,kb,kc) = sign(σ)F (kσ(a),kσ(b),kσ(c)) , (2.17)

for any permutation σ with permutation-parity sign(σ) = ±1, and we have used momentum
conservation to write the parity-odd part of the correlator as (k1 × k2) · k3, without loss
of generality.

To discuss the phenomenology of a given non-Gaussianity it is always useful to have a
reference point in kinematic space where to specify the overall size of the signal. A highly
symmetric choice of such a reference kinematic point is convenient for explicit calculations.
For the bispectrum, the reference point is often taken to be the equilateral configuration
where k1 = k2 = k3. For the trispectrum we could also look for a very symmetric config-
uration. Let us first discuss how to visualize a given trispectrum configuration. We can
draw a tetrahedron with four of the edges taken to be the ka. Momentum conservation,∑4
a=1 ka = 0, is then manifest if the ka are connected to each other cyclically. The two

remaining two edges of the irregular tetrahedron are then two of the Maldelstam-like vari-
ables, depending on the order in which ka are chosen. In figure 1 we choose the ordering
so that these edges are s and u. We could then choose all ka to be equal, and specify the
values of the diagonals s and u (eq. (1.14) relating the value of t to them). One such option
is a regular tetrahedron, corresponding to the values

k1 = k2 = k3 = k4 = s = u = t√
2

(tetrahedron) . (2.18)

However, parity-odd trispectra vanish in this configuration, so we instead look for a less
symmetric one. We could not find a particularly convenient or simple choice of irregular
tetrahedron that displays chirality [32], so we settled for (see (1.12) for the definitions of
s, t and u)

k1 = k2
2 = k3

3 = k4√
14−

√
3

= s√
5 + 2

√
3

= t√
7

= u√
16− 3

√
3
, (2.19)
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<latexit sha1_base64="9pbuSTRMWPUGj2Dibu/WvxZVVgw=">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</latexit>

ŝ
<latexit sha1_base64="SgW0lI9cB9CdhFe3fCUUkQkZcVo=">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</latexit>

k̂2

<latexit sha1_base64="xu0CLAaRCiCC3o50iJmGPYSCp+M=">AAAVl3icpVhbbxtFFJ6WWzG3FBQhxMuKqNAiatkhKQEJqChEfalolUsjxVG0a4/tlfdi9pI2rMyf4RV+EP+AB34E53wzs1479uwGsnI8M3vOd65z5oy9aeCnWafz142br7z62utv3Hqz9dbb77z73sbt94/TOE/68qgfB3Fy4rmpDPxIHmV+FsiTaSLd0Avkc2/yiN8/v5BJ6sfRYXY5lWehO4r8od93M1o63/iw58lWb+xmRdHzhs5kNjvvtnpSnm9sddod/DlXB1092BL672l8u7UjemIgYtEXuQiFFJHIaBwIV6T0nIouPVNa+0I4RBURRSp84pDiTBREldA7HxxSzESL0HKikMTj0uqE/o9oVuB/DAkZ8Vxq2uXVAjgZPZLmjDHFyI6cgG4MPV5aaE/FIVnDeg9hSwZ7+1aOnKiGYg9cPlFPsVLP58KqBDq5RM38Ho08Wg3AecciM4UEhZGCt08aB/RhXzjE64j79HxH333xmfibvl9WaBziiuHHWLTxrPcfS0np4xL12OppRZlSnEKyw0bJOZKTBT5h2iLCPuHoTRB1m1eKBftsns/g5UBnaDOuoiFVBm0jejdF7qv9YuNgCt5ZPrImtNKaGHDUWJu0xnN2tCnJNHnOdOxbkzOptuI+OBNQOqV8R1Ovj67irubMeuo+soVljGCboT5AzA90NrG9+1rbAvUnAX9aec/+KIiCo8SyA8x/Fk/ECUa+eAEEF7NQU1/PdkXb/Fnv/zFprqoX58mQ9LhzbWymP4YvfLKM5TjI1BD6RlSHeYU9wTJcml/SnOuUQ7VOkl8OSI+Y9GA9f6SVvvatFE/p28dogDcBzUyeJqR/D/tI+bxHby+wnul5Upn/F+x5FA3+8RL+8QI+nzwvlmxnukxLmeGsOtNrkvZ9VtnTRUlViC2im9WicgXJcabZced0TZFzbaFByyk6dp4cWcwjk6Up8snGM0BeL0oq4AE7n69tmXP54PTpDJH0mYnfahAk5f8qBOYe1SL00FsE4J+W/YWrz8x1PFL8UsbpJxq3SYZaVXuvwPib2gj1sJP7JNOgHWCu8AyWommCNkTVM1j7mC1iKYomWOpcM1iHmC1iKYp6LPatB56sjFSOXOZ6m1FlHCJmdRhDop6gl2M7zkucVHPe0bqt47+AH6s7zOS3B3ua2HGIE7vKy1Wl0Os96luvo8myDld7rZis+4dGEU4a1Wfx2FTdPuoC9z8XNGpdQ646z9fJq5ezOmtUlU4rPh7Dvrn0uZ/NSfkEJ1kC2XU5NCtHI2imdloOGT50/rw2hrLEkXrt+hgeerKr2vBq0CibZQXB6NGc29NUy/JN3+eLX/VpEuidF+oeh+m+JQvPavWbSzD6LaPX7/loZcQifftL4PP/q+dcyjyeVyXUnUMuOqeY3s70irL1VJ9uEelUiG169oiiTqu4jK05lVb38oXoUFXtiN1aDRkxWtkfrEOe17MWdvlheVNJrX0+3wYmurrb7wQhrQfYNcZz62kHuo/huEQN70aqL7KdUqYrZNtVH5fDwlOqaNugZF91MZrB26Gue59acce63tlQOyXqLsVwV89sqCFQpQX9yxXoexVkjuSj0j+prt2OlufQp03rbfJIe2VPvr5PHEEzuSbHqj1olXLx1BxgD/uQUuUIdWwjZNVd0iXBb0AS9/t7wOE972HUxY7gX4A6C6Nd8aC221WS6ixook8TuwbYbxNEMtE1YtE7c6uULV+X1uyQPWa8Lb6qtWxwjQjV69XEOvbJJXphc+u4S7pJmi1HTNmwW7GtW473UC/r7lRN7z91OpV2nW9sdZd/ibw6ON5udx+0d55tbz38Qf9KeUt8LD4h1C7F5KF4THfLI/RMv4s/xJ+bH21+v7m/+ViR3ryheT4QC3+bz/4Fc5Qsmg==</latexit>

k̂1

<latexit sha1_base64="QnxAZOJ0r1PWihvgbx+kMwoJ5M0=">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</latexit>

k̂3

<latexit sha1_base64="kQ92239vcj9OnKSLkwRlco6sdN8=">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</latexit>

k̂4 <latexit sha1_base64="Wb4B3i7g09Zzmz66BDKr3FZnpXM=">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</latexit>u

<latexit sha1_base64="5W2M8YihYOmMH3YGUzObDlLBInI=">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</latexit>

ẑ
<latexit sha1_base64="0kH+joeofSRQ/aOt1SMKTuKLkEI=">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</latexit>

ŷ

<latexit sha1_base64="Tu9tNrmgEXN2yD15E+YfmpvbeX4=">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</latexit>

x̂

Figure 1. Tetrahedron configuration (2.20) for the normalization condition and definition of
τPO

NL (2.22).

which guarantees that even a parity-odd trispectrum that depends on the ka and only one
of s, t or u does not vanish. We can choose the wavenumbers in this configuration to take
the values

k̄1 = k̄(1, 0, 0) , k̄2 = k̄(
√

3, 1, 0) , (2.20)

k̄3 = k̄

(
−3

2 ,
3
2 ,

3√
2

)
, k̄4 = −k1 − k2 − k3 . (2.21)

Here k̄ is an arbitrary reference momentum, whose value is largely irrelevant if we assume
scale invariance. As discussed above, we visualize this configuration by taking a tetrahedron
whose edges are the four ka. Choosing one end of k1 as the origin we find figure 1. Our
definition for the overall normalization of the parity-odd trispectrum is then the following:
given a trispectrum model, we isolate its imaginary part, and define

τPO
NL (k̄) ≡ ImBζ

4(k̄1, k̄2, k̄3, k̄4)
[Pζ(k̄1)Pζ(k̄2)Pζ(k̄3)Pζ(k̄4)] 3

4
. (2.22)

3 No-go theorems

In this section we will present various properties of wavefunction coefficients that together
enable us to derive no-go theorems that forbid parity violation in the scalar trispectrum
(and other n-point functions). We will first show that having exact de Sitter symmetries
forbids parity violation in the four-point function. Then we assume the Bunch-Davies
vacuum and unitarity in the form of the Cosmological Optical Theorem (COT) [13], and
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<latexit sha1_base64="4dW8Ty7UFKNECprphVKKPhvCtFk=">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</latexit>

 n({k}, {k})

<latexit sha1_base64="2BhEy5zw/5P1icLqM0JuavtybTk=">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</latexit>

 ⇤
n(�{k},�{k})

<latexit sha1_base64="oBQcKRw5XWMc64pGezlORmvfHko=">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</latexit>± n({k},�{k})

<latexit sha1_base64="i5d8gRx/Gbrcr6lfwPkAt+IfbgY=">AAAVgXicpVhbbxtFFJ62XEq4paA88WIRBVpELdskJYBAFYGKl6pFcdJIcRSt7bG98l7MXtKGlfkHvMJv4x/wwI/gnG9m1mvHO7uGrBzPzJ7zneucOeP+zHPjpNX669btO6+9/sabd9/aevudd997f/veB6dxmEYDeTIIvTA66zux9NxAniRu4smzWSQdv+/JF/3pEb9/cSWj2A2DbnI9kxe+Mw7ckTtwElo6PnrWvdzebTVb+GvcHLT1YFfov+fhva190RNDEYqBSIUvpAhEQmNPOCKm51y06ZnR2ueiQVQBUcTCJQ4pLkRGVBG9c8EhxVxsEVpKFJJ4HFqd0v8xzTL8DyEhIZ5rTbu6mgEnoUfSnDFmGNmRI9BNoMcrC+256JI1rPcItiSwd2DlSIlqJA7B5RL1DCvVfA6siqCTQ9TM36dRn1Y9cO5ZZMaQoDBi8A5IY48+7IsG8TbEQ3q+o++B+FT8Td+vCjQN4grhx1A08ZT7j6XE9HGIemL1tKKMKU4+2WGj5BxJyQKXMG0RYZ9w9KaIus0r2ZJ9Ns8n8LKnM7QeV1aTKoG2Ab2bIffVfrFxMAXvLBdZ41tpTQw4aqxNXOE5O9qMZJo8Zzr2rcmZWFvxEJwRKBu5/IamLo+u4i7mTDn1ANnCMsawzVAfI+bHOpvY3ida2wz1JwJ/XHjP/siIgqPEsj3Mn4mn4gwjV7wEgoOZr6k3s13R1n/K/T8hzVX14jwZkR57G2Mz/Sl84ZJlLKeBTPWhb0B1mFfYEyzDofk1zblONajWSfLLMekRkh6s5w+0MtC+leI5fbsYDfHGo5nJ04j072EfKZ/36O0V1hM9jwrz/4K9iKLBP13BP13C55Pn5YrtTJdoKXOcVRd6TdK+Twp7OsupMrFLdPNKVK4gKc40O+6Cri5yqi00aClFx86TIot5ZLI0Rj7ZeIbI62VJGTxg53O1LQsuF5wunSGSPnPxWwWCpPxfh8Dc40qEHnoLD/yzvL9w9JlZxiPFL3mcfqRxk2SoVbX3Moy/roxQDzt5QDIN2jHmCs9gKZo6aCNUPYP1BLNlLEVRB0udawari9kylqKoxmLf9sGT5JFKkctcbxOqjCPErApjRNRT9HJsx2WOE2vOPa1bGf8V/FjcYSa/+7Cnjh1dnNhFXq4qmV7vUd+6iSarOtzstUKy7h8aBThpVJ/FY1N1B6gL3P9c0WhrA7nqPC+TVy1nfdaoKh0XfDyBfQvpCz+bk/IpTrIIsqtyaJ6PxtBM7bQUMlzo/FllDGWOI/Xa5hh99GQ3teFVr1Y2ywKC0aM+d19Trco3fZ8rftWniad3nq97HKb7liy8qNRvIcHot4peveeDtREL9O0vgs//r54LKYt43pRQdQ456JxCejvXK8rWc326BaRTJjr0HBJFlVZhHltzKq3v5TPRoqraEgeVGjJisLY/KENe1LMt7PJuflOJrX0+3wamurrb7wQ+rXvYNcZz5bRD3cdwXIKadyPVF9lOKdMVsu2qj0th4TlVtA4o2VdtjObwtq/r3idW3ImudzbUVo56QDE80DMbqg9UaUH/Yg36YQGZI3mU+yfWtbuh5TXo06T1JnmkubYnL+8Tx9BMluRYsQctUi6fmkPsYRdSihy+jm2ArLpPukT4DUjifv8AOLzn+xi1sSP4F6DW0uhAPKrsdpWkKgvq6FPHriH22xSRjHSNWPbOwiply1e5Nftkjxl3xJeVlg03iFC1XnWsY59coxc2t477pJuk2WrElA0HBdva+fgQ9bLqTlX3/lOlU27X5fZue/WXyJuD006z/ai5/3Nn9/H3+lfKu+Ij8TGhtikmj8VPdLc8IQ3G4nfxh/hz587Og53WTkeR3r6leT4US3873/wL3gEkYg==</latexit>COT

<latexit sha1_base64="cMOgWvEzI8/RAC8wtbo36JA53Sw=">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</latexit> pa
ri
ty

<latexit sha1_base64="gqy/LVX5UMPAOvJVF43A4L/WWOU=">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</latexit> sca
lin
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P

a �a n({k}, {k})

Figure 2. The flux capacitor in the figure summarises the three main relations that we use to
prove a series of no-go theorems for parity odd correlators.

exact scale invariance to show that parity violation is also absent in the scalar trispectrum
in a theory where all fields have massless/conformally-coupled mode functions and with
boost-breaking interactions. We will work with the wavefunction in section 3.2, and directly
with in-in correlators in section 3.3.

Many of our no-go results had already been derived by Liu, Tong, Wang and Xianyu
in [1]. New results that we present here, and that were not explicitly discussed there,
include: the connection to unitarity via the cosmological optical theorem; the no-go result
from full conformal invariance at the boundary (section 3.1); a discussion of the non-
vanishing contribution to parity-odd correlators from IR-divergent interactions (see (4.3));
and the extension to fields of any spin and conformally-coupled mode functions.

3.1 Conformally invariant parity-odd correlators

The isometry group SO(4, 2) of de Sitter spacetime coincides with the Euclidean conformal
group in 3 spatial dimensions, identified with the spacelike future conformal boundary.
These isometries must be broken in all cosmological models because de Sitter is maximally
symmetric and as such cannot have any non-trivial history. However, it can happen that in
some models the breaking is appropriately small and can be neglected in the first approxi-
mation. This is for example the case for slow-roll inflation with a canonical kinetic term or
for more general inflationary models where some sector of the theory does not couple signif-
icantly to the boost-breaking inflaton background (e.g. the graviton sector in P (X,φ) mod-
els). Then one can use (approximate) conformal symmetry to derive general results that
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do not rely necessarily on perturbation theory. For example, in [33] it was shown that there
are only three de Sitter invariant cubic wavefunction coefficients for massless gravitons, and
only two of these give a non-vanishing graviton bispectrum [19]. This was generalized to
mixed bispectra in [34] and to scalar bispectra in [35]. These results resonate with the ex-
pectation that conformal symmetry fixes three-point functions [36]. Conversely, we expect
an infinite class of conformally invariant four-point functions, loosely corresponding to arbi-
trary functions of the conformal cross ratios. Hence, to make progress one needs to rely on
perturbation theory to organize the infinitely many solutions of conformal Ward identities,
as pioneered in [15] and later studied in [16, 37]. Here, we recount non-perturbative argu-
ments that parity-odd conformal-invariant scalar four-point functions must vanish. For the
first argument,7 recall that conformal transformations can bring any four points xa to the
same plane (conventionally one sets three points on a line and the last point determines
the plane, x1 = 0, x3 = 1, x4 = ∞ and x2 arbitrary). A non-vanishing parity-odd scalar
correlator requires contracting the three indices of the Levi-Civita symbol εijk with three
linearly independent vectors. However, since all points are on one plane only two of them
can correspond to independent vectors and hence the parity-odd contribution must vanish.
A second argument relies on embedding space.8 For a three-dimensional correlator we go
to five-dimensional embedding space. There the Levi-Civita symbol has five indices but we
have only four independent points to contract them with, and once again the parity-odd
contribution must vanish.

A non-vanishing parity-odd trispectrum of scalars must therefore arise from the break-
ing of de Sitter symmetries, and this motivates us to study more general situations in which
de Sitter boosts are broken and time derivatives are unrelated to space derivatives. This is
our focus for the rest of this paper. To develop a more general set of no-go theorems, in the
following three subsections we derive some useful properties of wavefunction coefficients
that hold under some mild assumptions.

3.2 Derivation using the boostless cosmological bootstrap

In this section we derive a series of no-go results for the parity-odd scalar trispectrum
using techniques from the boostless cosmological bootstrap. Later, in section 3.3, we
will generalize these results using explicit expressions of the in-in formalism. The main
idea of the derivation, summarized in figure 2, is to use a parity transformation and the
cosmological optical theorem to show that the combination of wavefunction coefficients
appearing in the correlator (namely the diagonal density matrix) vanishes under certain
assumptions. In the following we first discuss the three ingredients of the derivation in
turn and then combine them together.

Parity transformations. Here we derive some general results involving parity, a.k.a.
point inversion, namely the simultaneous flipping of the sign of all spatial coordinates and
Fourier momenta. In a generic parity-violating theory, quantities do not transform in a
simple way under parity, but they can always be decomposed into a parity-even (PE) and

7This argument was explained to us by M. Mirbabayi.
8This argument was explained to us by S. Jain.
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a parity-odd (PO) component as we touched on in the introduction:

ψPE
n ({k}, {k}) ≡ 1

2 [ψn({k}, {k}) + ψn({k}, {−k})] , (3.1)

ψPO
n ({k}, {k}) ≡ 1

2 [ψn({k}, {k})− ψn({k}, {−k})] , (3.2)

and similarly for correlators Bn. As we explained in section 2, correlators are related to
wavefunction coefficients via the density matrix coefficients ρn for which we have

ρPO
n ({k}, {k}) = 1

2 [ρn({k}, {k})− ρn({k}, {−k})]

= 1
2 [ψn({k}, {k}) + ψ∗n({k}, {−k})− ψn({k}, {−k})− ψ∗n({k}, {k})] ,

(3.3)

and so ρPO
n must purely imaginary if we are to find a non-vanishing parity-odd correlator.

Similarly, one can easily see that ρPE
n must be real:

ρPO
n ∈ i× R , ρPE

n ∈ R . (3.4)

Our no-go theorems will be based on asking when ψn, and therefore ρPO
n , can be imaginary.

Furthermore, as observed in the introduction, the power spectrum and bispectrum of
scalars cannot violate parity because we don’t have three independent spatial momenta to
contract the three indices of εijk. This argument is non-perturbative. A similar argument
also tells us that “off-shell” cubic vertices cannot break parity, irrespective of what the
vertex is connected to in a perturbative diagram. This already tells us that the tree-level
contribution to a four-point function from the exchange of a scalar of any mass cannot
break parity.

Hermitian analyticity: a heritage from the Bunch-Davies vacuum. Here we
derive a second important result that will enable us to relate wavefunction coefficients to
their complex conjugate, which will prove useful when we come to analyse the properties
of ρn. As emphasised in ref. [13], the bulk-to-boundary propagators Kk(η) and bulk-
to-bulk propagators Gp(η1, η2) appearing in the perturbative calculation of wavefunction
coefficients enjoy the simple property9

K−k(η)∗ = Kk(η) , G−p(η1, η2)∗ = Gp(η1, η2) . (3.5)

Here we are using k to denote an external energy, and p to denote an internal one. This
Hermitian analyticity is easy to see by eye in the standard de Sitter massless mode func-
tions, but actually holds very generally, namely for fields of any mass, any spin and in
any FLRW spacetime, as long as one chooses the Bunch-Davies vacuum, which physically
corresponds to the Minkowski vacuum at short distances [13, 38]. Furthermore, interac-
tion vertices with real coupling constants are also Hermitian analytic. In particular, ∂x

9The prescription is that all real values of energies such as k and −k should be approached from the
lower-half complex plane, so for complex energies this property becomes K−k∗(η)∗ = Kk(η).
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Fourier transforms to ik, which satisfies the analog of (3.5). Time derivatives preserve the
Hermitian analyticity relations in (3.5) because they are linear and real operations on the
propagators. In a less precise but more evocative way, we can say that perturbative unitary
evolution preserves the analytic structure of the initial state.10

The Hermitian analytic properties above were used in a series of papers to derive
several infinite sets of identities that go under the collective name of the Cosmological
Optical Theorem [13] (see also [39, 40]), e.g. cosmological cutting rules at loop level [31]
and single-cut rules at tree-level [38]. For contact diagrams at tree-level one finds

ψn({k}, {k}) + ψ∗n(−{k},−{k}) = 0 . (3.6)

An s-channel four-point exchange diagram due to two cubic vertices satisfies

ψ4({k}, s, {k}) + ψ∗4(−{k}, s,−{k}) =
Ps[ψ3,L(k1, k2, s, {k}) + ψ∗3,L(−k1,−k2, s,−{k})]

[ψ3,R(k3, k4, s, {k}) + ψ∗3,R(−k3,−k4, s,−{k})],
(3.7)

where here we have denoted the internal energy as s, and collectively denoted external
energies and spatial momenta as {k} and {k}, respectively. Ps is the power spectrum of
the exchanged field. There are generalisations of this COT for exchange diagrams that
apply to higher-point wavefunction coefficients, and we refer the reader to [13, 38] for
further details. The t and u channel expressions are simple generalisations of (3.7). We
note that in all of these expressions, any tensor structures that depend on spatial momenta
and polarisations factorise since spatial momenta always come with a factor of i while
polarisation vectors, and higher-spin generalisations, satisfy ehi (k) = [ehi (−k)]∗. It follows
that these COT expressions constrain only the part of the wavefunction coefficients that
arise due to time evolution, as expected.

In summary, Hermitian analyticity, in the form of the COT, provides us with a way
to relate ψn to ψ∗n, or equivalently Ψ and Ψ∗. More intuitively, this gives us a relationship
between the bra and the ket, which are both needed to compute correlators. The price
to pay for removing the complex conjugate of ψn from ρn is that we have to analytically
continue energies to unphysical negative values. As we will now discuss, we can go back to
physical positive energies using momentum scaling as long as scale invariance is an exact
symmetry of the boundary/late-time correlators.

Scaling symmetry. For our no-go results we will assume exact scale invariance. This is
an interesting limit because scale invariance is an approximate symmetry of the observed
primordial power spectrum of curvature perturbations with violations at the percent level.
Deviations from scale invariance are discussed in section 4.

10Here, we are equating unitary time evolution to the reality of coupling constants in the Hamiltonian. In
principle, one can have imaginary couplings in a Hermitian Hamiltonian in the presence of non-Hermitian
operators. One trivial example are interactions like Hint ⊃ iλφn(Πφ − φΠ). However these can always
be re-written in terms of Hermitian operators and real couplings. It would be interesting to investigate
whether there are relevant cases where imaginary couplings cannot be removed.
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Since we want to model primordial perturbations, typically denoted by the (perturba-
tively) gauge invariant variable R or ζ, we are interested in massless scalars. For IR-finite
wavefunction coefficients this implies that wavefunction coefficients obey the following scal-
ing relation

ψn({λk}, {λk}) = λ3ψn({k}, {k}) , (3.8)

where the λ3 factor cancels the scaling of the Dirac delta function to ensure that the
wavefunction is invariant. Since each ψn comes with a single delta function in the wave-
function, this scaling holds for all n. This scaling relation holds when all external fields
have massless de Sitter mode functions, and implies that n-point correlators scale as
Bn({λk}, {λk}) = λ3−3nBn({k}, {k}) where the factor of λ−3n comes from the n power
spectra. All fields can be different and each can have any spin.11 If some of the external
mode functions are not the massless de Sitter ones, then the overall scaling changes to

ψn({λk}, {λk}) = λ3(1−n)+
∑

a
∆aψn({k}, {k}) , (3.9)

where ∆ = 3/2 + (9/4 −m2/H2)1/2, so that ∆ = 3 for m = 0 and ∆ = 2 for m2 = 2H2

(conformally-coupled). For a combination of fields with massless and conformally-coupled
mode functions, one finds that the scaling is an integer. This overall integer scaling will
allow us to eliminate negative energies and momenta in favour of positive ones. As we will
explain in section 4, these scaling symmetries are not exact when there are IR-divergences,
since we need to cut-off the time integrals at some scale η0, or when the coupling constants
in the action of perturbations have a non-trivial time-dependence.

We now have all the ingredients to derive our tree-level no-go theorems. We will
consider contact diagrams and exchange diagrams separately

Contact diagrams in the wavefunction. There are two types of contact diagrams
that can play a role in the scalar trispectrum: a quartic diagram that contributes to
BPO

4 via ρ4, and cubic contact diagrams that contribute to the factorised part via ρ3ρ3,
cf. eq. (2.15). The former must be a diagram with four external massless scalars, while
the latter must involve two massless scalars and one other field which is the “exchanged”
field. We will derive a no-go theorem for this factorised part when the exchanged field
has massless or conformally-coupled mode functions. Later, in section 6, we will present
explicit computations for the exchange of fields of generic mass.

First consider the quartic contact diagram where we combine the contact Cosmological
Optical Theorem (3.6) plus exact scale invariance (3.8) to conclude that ψ4 is purely real.
It then directly follows that ρ4 is also purely real and therefore there is no parity-odd
contribution to the scalar trispectrum since this requires an imaginary ρ4, as we explained
in section 3.2. This observation results in our first no-go theorem:

Scale invariant, IR-finite, parity-odd n-point correlators BPO
n from contact in-

teractions of massless scalars with a Bunch-Davies vacuum vanish.
11When de Sitter isometries are fully intact, the scaling dimension and the associated mode functions

are fixed by the mass and spin. However, this is not the case once boosts are broken spontaneously and
in the low-energy effective theory fields of any spin can have massless de Sitter mode functions, as nicely
discussed in [41].
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This result was first derived in [1]. Our presentation emphasises the role of unitarity
and the assumption of IR-finiteness, among other things. Notice that this result actually
holds for all n-point contact diagrams since the contact COT and integer scaling symmetry
apply generally. It also holds for gravitons, and was used in [3] to derive the set of highly
constrained parity-odd graviton bispectra.

Now consider the cubic wavefunction coefficients that can contribute to the factorised
part of an exchange trispectrum via the ρ3ρ3 contribution in (2.15).12 If we only have
scalars, all parity-odd cubic interactions must vanish “off-shell” by momentum conserva-
tion. We are left with interactions with spinning fields, which we are assuming here have
either massless or conformally-coupled mode functions. We need one of the cubic vertices
to be parity-odd and the other to be parity-even which means that one of the ρ3 needs to be
imaginary while the other needs to be real. However, if we combine the contact COT (3.6)
with the fact that the cubic wavefunction coefficients have a fixed, integer scaling with the
external momenta, it is simple to see that regardless of parity, the ρ3 are always real or
always imaginary. We therefore arrive at another no-go theorem:

The factorised contribution to the exchange trispectrum cannot be parity-odd
under the assumptions that the constituent cubic wavefunction coefficients are
IR-finite and involve fields with massless or conformally-coupled mode functions
with Bunch-Davies vacuum conditions.

Exchange diagrams in the wavefunction. Exchange contributions to the quartic
wavefunction coefficient are slightly more complicated to analyse compared to their contact
counterparts since the COT for exchange diagrams (3.7) does not have a vanishing left-hand
side, rather it relates the discontinuity of a quartic wavefunction coefficient to the product
of discontinuities of cubic ones. Nevertheless, we can still derive a no-go theorem that
states that these diagrams always vanish under the assumptions we have made throughout
this discussion.

The cubic wavefunction coefficients that appear on the right-hand side of eq. (3.7) must
satisfy the contact COT. Since we are assuming that they correspond to fields with massless
or conformally-coupled mode functions, and that they are IR-finite, they have a fixed
integer scaling with momentum which ensures that they are either purely real or purely
imaginary, regardless of how they transformation under parity. It follows that the product
of their discontinuities, and the left-hand side of (3.7), is always real. This by itself does
not automatically imply that ψ4 is real since an imaginary contribution could in principle
cancel on the left-hand side of the COT, but let us now argue that this cannot be the case.
We first recall that quartic wavefunction coefficients have a restricted set of singularities,
see e.g. [42]: the wavefunction can be singular as the total-energy goes to zero which is
a property of almost all cosmological wavefunctions regardless of the diagram they come

12Here we allow for spinning fields on external lines and therefore the wavefunction coefficients will depend
on polarisation vectors. In this case we do not simply pick up a ± when we flip the sign of all momenta
since polarisation vectors do not have such a property. In this case, we simply need to first strip off all
polarisation vectors and access the reality of what is left over. This is the correct thing to do since in ρn
the polarisation vectors factorise so it is the reality of the remainder that is important.
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from,13 but an s-channel exchange diagram can also yield “partial-energy” singularities
where the partial-energies are a sum of energies that enter a sub-diagram. In this case
the partial-energies are EL = k1 + k2 + s and ER = k3 + k4 + s. If the constituent
cubic wavefunctions are IR-finite, then the corresponding quartic wavefunction coefficient
is rational so only poles can occur as we approach one of these singular kinematic points.
Now as explained in [14], the exchange COT (3.7) fixes all residues of partial-energy poles
since the second term on the left-hand side does not have partial-energy poles so there is no
way they could be cancelled. Given that the left-hand side of the COT is fixed to be real,
all of these partial-energy poles are then also real. The remaining structure of the quartic
wavefunction coefficient, namely, total-energy poles and regular terms, can be fixed by the
Manifestly Local Test (MLT). The MLT states that wavefunction coefficients of massless
scalars (and gravitons) satisfy the following simple relation [14]

∂

∂kc
ψ4
∣∣∣
kc=0

= 0 ∀ c = 1, 2, 3, 4 , (3.10)

where we hold all other energies fixed. The MLT holds when interactions are manifestly
local, i.e. they do not contain inverse Laplacians. This is certainly the case for the self-
interactions of π in the decoupling limit of the EFTI. Since this is a real constraint on
the energy dependence of the quartic wavefunction coefficient, all remaining parts of ψ4
will also be real. A real ψ4 leads to a real ρ4 which cannot contribute to the parity-odd
trispectrum. We therefore arrive at another no-go theorem:

Exchange contributions to the quartic wavefunction coefficient of massless scalars
with Bunch-Davies vacuum conditions cannot contribute to the parity-odd trispec-
trum if the exchanged field has massless or conformally-coupled mode functions,
Bunch-Davies vacuum conditions and if the constituent cubic wavefunction co-
efficients are IR-finite.

In the following subsection we derive these no-go theorems using the in-in formalism
and provide some generalisations that follow from the same assumptions we have made
here. In the rest of the paper, we will discuss how non-vanishing parity-odd trispectra can
arise if one or more of these assumptions are violated.

3.3 Derivation using the in-in formalism

In this section we extend the no-go theorems for the parity-odd trispectrum to more general
n-point correlators by directly using the in-in perturbative expressions for tree-level corre-
lators, without any reference to the wavefunction or the COT. First, we briefly review the
Feynman rules to compute in-in diagrams and then show that by performing an appropri-
ate Wick rotation of all time integrals, tree-level parity odd correlators manifestly vanish.
Similar results were first derived in [1] using this formalism. The parity-odd trispectrum
from loop corrections will be discussed in a separate paper.

13Interestingly, on the leading total-energy pole we recover the flat-space scattering amplitude for the
same process [13, 33, 43].
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Feynman rules. The Feynman rules for the correlators are nicely spelled out in [44] (see
also [45]):

• Draw a diagram and indicate all possible vertices with an r if the corresponding
interactions Hint is to the right of the operator, as in 〈O(k)Hint〉, or with an l if the
Hamiltonian is to the left of the operator, as in 〈HintO(k)〉.

• Every vertex gets a vertex factor that depends on the theory. Every spatial derivative
is ∂x → (−ik) because it would be a +ip in the Fourier-space Hamiltonian, which
then gets integrated over δ(3)(k+p). We will find it convenient to use the amplitude
convention14 to get the crucial factors of i right: no i overall and if the coupling in
the Hamiltonian is Hint ∼ +λ then put a −iλ on a right vertex a +iλ on a left vertex.

• Now there are four possible bulk-to-bulk (B2B) propagators:

Grr(η1, η2, p) = fp(η1)f∗p (η2)θ(η1 − η2) + f∗p (η1)fp(η2)θ(η2 − η1) , (3.11)
Glr(η1, η2, p) = fp(η1)f∗p (η2) = G∗rl(η1, η2, p) , (3.12)
Gll(η1, η2, p) = G∗rr(η1, η2, p) , (3.13)

where f are the positive-frequency mode functions, for example

fk(η) = η
H√
2k
e−ikη (conformally coupled) , (3.14)

fk(η) = H√
2k3

(1 + ikη)e−ikη (massless, dS) . (3.15)

• There are two bulk-to-boundary (B2b) propagators, Gr from Hint’s to the right of O
and Gl from Hint’s to the left of O:

Gr(η, p) = fp(η0)f∗p (η) , Gl(η, p) = f∗p (η0)fp(η) . (3.16)

Finally we discuss a useful property that relates diagrams related by switching all right and
left vertices, r ↔ l. Let D be a Feynman diagram with V vertices and σa with a = 1, . . . , 2V
all possible ordered lists of how to label the V vertices right or left. Let σ̄a represent the
ordered list σa where all vertices have been flipped r ↔ l. Then

D[σ] = D[σ̄]∗(−)ni , (3.17)

where ni is the total number of spatial derivatives in all the vertices. From this we deduce

Bn =
∑
a

D[σa] = 1
2
∑
a

[D[σa] +D[σ̄a]]

= 1
2
∑
a

[
D[σa] +D[¯̄σa]∗(−)ni

]
(3.18)

= 1
2
∑
a

[D[σa] +D[σa]∗(−)ni ] .

14The alternative convention, used e.g. in [13, 31, 38], is to put an overall i1−L, no i’s on the vertices and
an extra i on the propagators.
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This is particularly useful when we discuss parity-even and parity-odd contributions:

BPE = 2 ReDiagram(color order nr ≥ nl) , (3.19)
BPO = 2i ImDiagram(color order nr ≥ nl) . (3.20)

Notice that, as anticipated in eq. (1.5), we find that parity-odd correlators in Fourier space
are purely imaginary, as they should be.

Massless de Sitter mode functions. We are now in the position to prove the follow-
ing no-go theorem: any tree-level parity-odd n-point correlation functions involving only
massless de Sitter mode functions, (3.15), vanishes if all time integrals are IR-convergent
(in Fourier space). Here is the derivation. Consider a generic manifestly-local interaction
Hamiltonian

Hint =
∫

p1,...
δ

(3)
D

(∑
a

pa

)
n∏
b

[
(−ipbη)n

(b)
i (η∂η)n

(b)
η φb(pb)

]
, (3.21)

where n(b)
i and n(b)

η count the number of spatial and time derivatives in the vertex and φb’s
are fields of any spin with a massless de Sitter mode function. The crucial point to notice
is that in Hint every i comes with an η and viceversa (notice that η∂η = (iη)∂iη). In other
words, Hint is a real function of the variable iη. Since the detailed values of n(b)

i and n(b)
η

will be irrelevant, it is convenient to simplify our notation and rewrite this as

Hint =
∫

p1,...
δ

(3)
D

(∑
a

pa

)
F (ikη)

n∏
b

φb(pb) , (3.22)

where now F (ikη) is a vertex factor that collects all spatial derivatives and φb are fields
of any spin with massless de Sitter mode functions or time derivatives thereof. The con-
tribution to any tree-level parity-odd correlator with V interactions takes the following
form

Bn = 2i Im
[
V∏
A=1

∫ 0

−∞

±idηA
(HηA)4FA(ikηA)

] [
n∏
a=1

GX(ikaηB)
] [

I∏
m=1

GXX(ηC , ηD, pm)
]
,

(3.23)
where X in each propagator can be r or l. Each of the I bulk-to-bulk propagators contains
the two possible time orderings of the vertices it connects. If Irr and Ill are the numbers of
Grr and Gll propagators, this gives at most 2Irr+Ill terms, each corresponding to a different
ordering of the right times ηrA and the left times ηlB. Notice that for certain choices of right
and left labelling of the vertices, there might right or left times that are not ordered with
respect to each other. This is not an issue because any diagram where, say, two right
vertices are not ordered with respect to each other can always be written as the sum of
two diagrams that are each ordered. In this way, up to a relabelling of time integration
variables, any one of the many possible left and right time orderings takes the form

Bn = ±2i Im
∫ 0

−∞(1−iε)
idηr1

∫ 0

ηr1

idηr2· · ·
∫ 0

ηrVr−1

idηrVr

×
∫ 0

−∞(1+iε)
idηl1

∫ 0

ηl1

idηl2· · ·
∫ 0

ηlVl−1

idηlVlP (iηA, k,k) ,
(3.24)
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where P is a real-analytic function of iηA and the momenta (a polynomial times an expo-
nential). To show that the argument of Im is real, we change all but two of the integration
variables to ηr,lA = ηr,l1 η̃

r,l
A for A = 2, 3, . . . , Vr,l and we rename ηr,l1 = ηr,l. This gives

Bn = ±2i Im
∫ 0

−∞(1−iε)
idηr

∫ 0

1
iηrdη̃r2· · ·

∫ 0

η̃rVr−1

iηrdη̃rVr

×
∫ 0

−∞(1+iε)
idηl

∫ 0

1
iηldη̃l2· · ·

∫ 0

η̃lVr−1

iηldη̃lVlP (iηr,l, η̃r,lA , k,k) .
(3.25)

Let’s discuss the converge of these integrals. No divergences can come from η̃r,lA = 1.
Convergence at ηr,l = −∞ is guaranteed by the iε prescription. Convergence at ηr,l = 0
depends on the interaction. For ni + 2nη ≥ 4 there are no η → 0 divergences. We
assume here that this is the case and discuss later what happens in the presence of an
η → 0 IR divergence. Since the integrands of the dηr,l integrals are analytic in the upper-
and lower-half complex plane, respectively, we can rotate the integration contour.15 For
IR-convergent interactions both integrals converge at η → 0 by assumptions, so we only
have the three contributions depicted on the left-hand side of figure 3. The arc at infinity
(contribution D) vanishes and so our integral on the negative real line equates the integral
on the positive or negative imaginary axis for right and left times, respectively. Hence, for
the right vertices we can rotate by 90◦ clockwise for ηr from −∞ < ηr < 0 to 0 < λr < +∞
so that ηr = iλr. For the left contour we can rotate 90◦ counterclockwise to ηl = iλl with
0 < λl < −∞. Since only the combination iηr,l appeared in the integrands, the result of
these rotations is manifestly real and so the parity-odd Bn vanishes.

This proves that tree-level, parity-odd correlators involving fields of any spin with
massless de Sitter mode functions vanish. A few comments are in order:

• This no-go result applies also to quadratic mixing of fields that are treated in per-
turbation theory since the above argument applies also when the valency n of the
interaction in (3.21) is n = 2.

• Comparing to wavefunction calculations Minkowski space, we notice that scale in-
variance in de Sitter made things simpler for us. In Minkowski every additional space
or time derivative brings in an extra factor of i so we have to keep track of them.
Whether a parity-odd or parity-even contribution vanishes or not depends on how
many derivatives we have. In contrast, in dS scale invariance forces derivatives to
come in the form ikη or ikη and so every i comes with an η. We will see in sec-
tion 5 that even in de Sitter the situation is slightly more complicated when we have
non-linear dispersion relations.

• The above proof also generalizes to spinning fields if by “parity odd” we mean “with
an odd number of derivatives”. Indeed the above derivation applies unchanged if the
fields φb have indices, as e.g. a vector Ai or a graviton γij . What changes for fields

15This rotation is the same that relates dS calculations to Euclidean AdS calculation, as first pointed out
for the wavefunction in [24] and recently elaborated in [46, 47].
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Figure 3. Integration contours in complex ηr plane. A similar contour in the lower-half complex
plane applies to the left vertices.

with spin is that in general they allow for different IR-divergent derivatives, with
ni + 2nη < 4, as we will discuss shortly.

Conformally-coupled de Sitter mode functions. The above discussion can be
straightforwardly generalized to include also any number of fields of any spin and con-
formally-coupled de Sitter mode functions, as in eq. (3.14). The only difference now is
that in these mode functions one power of η appears without a factor of i. Internal lines
come with a bulk-to-bulk propagator that has two mode functions and so any number of
conformally-coupled GXX ’s will not change our conclusion above. Conversely, we need to
keep track of external conformally-coupled lines. These observations allow us to conclude
that: a tree-level parity-odd correlator of an even number of fields with conformally-coupled
mode functions and any number of fields with massless mode functions vanishes, again for
any spin and under the assumptions of scale invariance and a Bunch-Davies vacuum. Con-
versely, in the presence of an odd number of conformally-coupled external fields we expect
a non-vanishing parity-odd contribution but a vanishing parity-even contribution. This
extends the observation of [13] to all parity-even tree diagrams with an odd number of
conformally-coupled external fields.

4 Yes-go 1: breaking scale invariance

In this section we will show that breaking exact scale invariance allows us to realise parity-
odd trispectra. We will consider two types of symmetry breaking which both invalidate
the assumption that the wavefunction coefficients have a fixed scaling with momenta: (i)
explicit η0 dependence via IR-divergences, and (ii) explicit breaking of scale invariance at
the level of the action due to time-dependent couplings.
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IR-divergences. At tree-level, the analytic properties of wavefunction coefficients with
Bunch-Davies initial conditions are very constrained, irrespective of de Sitter boost in-
variance [48]. Assuming scale invariance, contact diagram contributions to the quartic
wavefunction coefficient of massless scalars can yield rational terms in the external kine-
matics, IR-divergences in the form of poles as η0 → 0, and finally IR-divergent logarithms
of the form log(−kT η0) where kT = k1 + k2 + k3 + k4 is the total-energy. The latter two
possibilities break the fixed integer momentum scaling of the wavefunction coefficient. Such
logs are particularly interesting in the context of parity violation since the Cosmological
Optical Theorem (COT) demands that they always appear in the combination [13]

log(−kT η0) + iπ

2 , (4.1)

so their contribution to the wavefunction is always complex. As we have discussed a number
of times, parity-odd trispectra come from the imaginary part of the wavefunction so having
IR-divergences in the form of logs can yield parity-odd signals. It is always the iπ that
contributes to the correlator. This is familiar from in-in computations of parity violation
in the gravitational sector [2, 49], and plays a crucial role in deriving the small number of
parity-odd shapes of graviton bispectra [3].

Now such logs can only be multiplied by tensor structures or a polynomial in the
external energies [48]. If we assume that what multiplies the log scales as ∼ k3, combined
with the fact that we require a factor of εijkki1k

j
2k
k
3 to break parity, the coefficient of the

log can only be a constant. We then immediately conclude from Bose symmetry that such
a contribution to the wavefunction, and therefore the trispectrum, can only arise if all
four scalars are different since there is no way to cancel the anti-symmetry we get from
εijkk

i
1k
j
2k
k
3 . We note that this case is not captured by our no-go theorem of section 3 since

the log invalidates the scaling in (3.9) (the wavefunction coefficient does not simply pick
up an overall minus sign as we send {k} → −{k} and {k} → −{k}).

To be more explicit, let’s consider the only parity-odd quartic interaction with ni +
2nη < 4, namely

Hint = λφ1∂iφ2∂jφ3∂kφ4εijk . (4.2)

If any two of the four fields are identical, φa = φb, then this vanishes by integration
by parts. So this example requires at least four distinct scalars, in agreement with our
boundary argument above. The result can be computed directly, and gives

B4 = 2iλ(k2 × k3 · k4) Im
∫ η0

−∞

−idη
(Hη)4 (−iHη)3

[ 4∏
a

G+(ka)
]

= −iλH
7π

8e3
4

(k2 × k3 · k4) .
(4.3)

Notice the absence of total energy poles, as discussed in [3]. This result can also be derived
from the complex plane. First, note that when we rotate η to iλ as in figure 3, we need
to consider an additional contour corresponding to a small arch around η = 0, which picks
up the contribution from the pole at η0 = 0. This contribution is in general complex and
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leads to a non-vanishing BPO
4 . Indeed, the arc can be computed and gives

Im
∫ η0

−∞

dη
η
eikT η

∏
a

(1− ikaη) = Im
∫ π/2

π

|η0|eiθdθ
|η0|eiθ

eikT η [1 +O(|η0|)] = π

2 . (4.4)

This nicely picks up the iπ/2 that accompanies the log in the wavefunction computation.

Time-dependent couplings. When scale invariance is broken the coupling constants
of the effective action for perturbations can depend explicitly on time. A generic time
dependence leads to a non-vanishing contribution to parity-odd n-point correlators of fields
of any spin and mass. Here we concentrate on the scalar trispectrum (see e.g. [19, 50] for a
related discussion of the graviton bispectrum). For concreteness we will consider only one
of the leading parity-odd quartic interactions in the effective theory of single-clock inflation
since it is enough to illustrate what is going on. We take

M(t+ π)(g00 + 1)eµνρσnµδKνλ(nα∇αδKλ
ρ)∇σδK →

λ(η)
a9 π′εijk∂i∂lπ∂l∂jπ

′∂k∂
2π + . . . ,

(4.5)
where the . . . denote terms that are higher orders in π as required by symmetry. To
present explicit expressions for BPO

4 , we will consider two time dependencies arising from
expanding the coupling constant. First, let’s assume the time evolution is well captured
by a term linear in η, as in

λ(η) = λ∗ + λ′∗(η − η∗) +O
(
(η − η∗)2) . (4.6)

The trispectrum is then

BPO
4 = 2i Im

∫ −iλ(η)dη
(ηH)4 (−Hη)9(−i)7F (k)G′r(k1)Gr(k2)G′r(k3)Gr(k4) + 23 perms.

= iλ′∗5040F (k)H13k
2
1k

2
3
[
90k2k4 + 9kT (k2 + k4) + k2

T

]
(k1k2k3k4)3k11

T

+ 23 perms. ,

(4.7)

where the vertex F is given by

F (k) ≡ (k2 × k3 · k4)(k2 · k3)k2
4 . (4.8)

As expected, BPO
4 in (4.7) is not scale invariant since BPO ∼ k−10 as opposed to the

expected k−9.
As a second example, we will assume that the time dependence of the coupling constant

during the period in which modes cross the Hubble radius is well captured by a linear term
in t ∼ log(−η),

λ(η) = λ∗ + λ∗,N log
(
η

η∗

)
+O(log2) . (4.9)

The integral in (4.7) can now be computed with this logarithmic time dependence in terms
of exponential integrals in Mathematica, but there is a more direct analytical way to get
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the result. Notice that the integrand is convergent at η → 0 even in the presence of the
log. We can therefore rotate it as in the left-hand side of figure 3. Then we have

log(η)→ log(iλ) = log λ+ i
π

2 . (4.10)

Since we only pick up the imaginary part, it is only the iπ/2 term that contributes. There-
fore we simply have to compute the integral in (4.7) with λ = λ∗ constant and multiply it
by iπ/2. The result is

BPO
4 = iλ∗,N630πF (k)H13k

2
1k

2
3
[
72k2k4 + 8kT (k2 + k4) + k2

T

]
(k1k2k3k4)3k10

T

+ 23 perms. (4.11)

A few comments are in order. First, notice that this BPO
4 has the correct scaling dictated

by scale invariance, BPO
4 ∼ k−9. This is to be expected from power counting at the level

of the integral. We are therefore in a situation in which scale invariance is broken in the
wavefunction by the logarithmic time dependence of a coupling constant, but the breaking
is not visible to leading order in the correlator. Second, note that this BPO

4 has total energy
poles at kT → 0. This is in contrast to contributions arising in the scale invariant theory,
such as for example (4.3) and the parity-odd graviton bispectra computed in [3, 49].

We conclude by pointing out that these two simple examples are by no means an
exhaustive list, and many other time dependencies could be considered, depending on the
model under consideration. The main takeaway is that a non-vanishing BPO

4 is generally
produced by any deviation from scale invariance.

5 Yes-go 2: non-Bunch-Davies vacuum

In section 3 we showed that contact diagram contributions to the parity-odd quartic wave-
function coefficient cannot contribute to the trispectrum when the dispersion relation is
linear i.e. ω2 ∝ k2. We have also shown that our results are robust against adding small cor-
rections to this dispersion relation. In this section we will look for a way out by considering
the non-linear dispersion relation ω2 ∝ k4 which occurs in Ghost Inflation (GI) [21] which
is an inflationary generalisation of the Ghost Condensate [20] (see also [51]). Our results of
the previous section do not apply to GI since the non-linear dispersion relation translates
into a bulk-to-boundary propagator for the Goldstone mode that is not Hermitian analytic,
as was pointed out in [38]. In section 3 we heavily relied on Hermitian analyticity of the
bulk-to-boundary propagator as a way of deducing when the time integral can contain an
imaginary part. In this section we will show that a large parity-odd trispectrum can indeed
arise from contact diagrams in GI (in a similar way, we expect that the models studied
in [52], for which the dispersion relation is ω2 = k2n for n > 1, will also give a non-zero
parity-violating trispectrum).

Before proceeding, let us emphasize that in this section we discuss GI only as an exam-
ple of non-Bunch-Davies vacuum conditions, and of how deviating from a linear dispersion
relation allows for parity violation in the scalar trispectrum. We do not advocate it either
as an explanation of the results of refs. [10, 11], or as a theory of the primordial universe.
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Indeed, the validity of the Ghost Condensate, and of GI as an inflationary model, has
been put into question in light of problems associated with black hole thermodynamics [53]
and violation of the de Sitter entropy bound [54] (but see also [55–57] for a discussion of
scenarios where these bounds are not violated in practice). Our result that GI can indeed
yield a non-vanishing parity-odd trispectrum may motivate further model building for such
non-standard dispersion relations that may overcome some of these issues.

Now, let us first recall that the quadratic action for the Goldstone mode in GI comes
from the unitary-gauge action

S =
∫

d4x
√
−g

[Λ4

4 (g00 + 1)2 − Λ2
1

2 δKµνδK
µν − Λ2

2
2 δK2

]
. (5.1)

Comparing with eq. (2.1), here we have defined M4
2 = Λ4

2/2, and we assume that these
operators dominate over the minimal kinetic termM2

PḢg
00 in the limit Ḣ → 0, cs → 0 with

−ḢM2
P(1− c2

s)/c2
s = Λ4 kept fixed [17]. At quadratic order, and converting to conformal

time, the free theory for the Goldstone mode is therefore16

Sππ =
∫

d3xdη a4(η)
[Λ4

2
π′2

a2(η) −
Λ̃2

2
(∂2π)2

a4(η)

]
, (5.2)

where we have defined Λ̃2 ≡ Λ2
1 + Λ2

2, and the number of scale factors is fixed by scale
invariance. Now the bulk-to-boundary wavefunction propagator is [21]17

K(k, η) = −
e
iπ
4 π(−η) 3

2 (c̃k) 3
2H

(1)
3
4

(−c̃2k2η2)

2 3
4 Γ(3

4)
, (5.3)

where c̃2 = HΛ̃/(2Λ2), and we drop the subscript π on the bulk-to-boundary propagator
in this section since there is no possibility of confusion. In this expression H

(1)
3/4(z) is the

Hankel function of the first kind and order 3/4, and we have used

lim
η0→0−

(−η0)3/2H
(1)
3
4

(−c̃2k2η2
0) = −i

23/4Γ(3
4)

π(−c̃2k2)3/4 , (5.4)

to eliminate all η0 dependence from this propagator. One can check directly [38] that this
propagator is not Hermitian analytic i.e. K(k, η) 6= K∗(−k∗, η), and therefore the COT as
we wrote it in section 3 does not hold. We can now compute the power spectrum and to
do so we will follow the wavefunction approach since it allows us to illustrate how we deal
with time integrals in GI. The quadratic wavefunction coefficient takes the form

ψ2 = −2i
∫ 0

−∞(1−iε)
dη a4(η)

[Λ4

2
K ′(k, η)2

a2(η) − Λ̃2

2
k4K(η, k)2

a4(η)

]
, (5.5)

where the overall factor of 2 comes from the fact that the two “vertices” are symmetric
and as always we include an overall factor of (−i). We can form a contour that goes

16Recall that π has dimensions of length since it arises from the combination (t+ π).
17Expanding η2 = η2

0 − 2t/(a2
0H), for t � H−1, we see that the bulk-to-bulk propagator goes as

exp(iω(kphys)t), where ω(k) = Λ̃k2
phys/Λ2 and kphys = k/a0.
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from −∞(1 − iε) to −∞(1 − i), and from −∞(1 − i) to 0. Given that the contribution
on the quarter-circle vanishes exponentially fast,18 and that there are no poles inside the
integration contour and we do not cross branch cuts, we have

ψ2 = −2i
∫ 0

−∞(1−i)
dη a4(η)

[Λ4

2
K ′(k, η)2

a2(η) − Λ̃2

2
k4K(η, k)2

a4(η)

]
. (5.6)

The advantage of this contour will become manifest when we come to compute the quartic
wavefunction coefficient and therefore the trispectrum. If we integrate by parts and use
the equation of motion, we can reduce the quartic wavefunction coefficient to

ψ2 = −2i
[
a2(η)

2 Λ4K(k, η)K ′(k, η)
]0

−∞(1−i)
= e

iπ
4 k3πΛΛ̃2

(2HΛ̃) 1
2 Γ(3

4)2
, (5.7)

from which we can extract the power spectrum which is given by

Pπ(k) =
(HΛ̃) 1

2 Γ(3
4)2

k3πΛΛ̃2
. (5.8)

Before writing down quartic self-interactions for the Goldstone and computing trispectra,
let us first briefly recall how to derive the scaling dimensions in GI, referring the reader
to [17, 20, 21] for more details. Given that the free theory does not lead to a linear dispersion
relation, counting the scaling dimension of various operators is slightly more involved. We
will derive these scalings at energy scales where we can ignore the background curvature.
Under a rescaling of energy (time) E → sE (t → s−1t), the dispersion relation ω2 ∝ k4

implies that k → s1/2k (x → s−1/2x). We then see that the quadratic action remains
invariant if the scaling dimension of π is π → s1/4π. We will use these scalings as guidance
for finding the leading order operators in the EFT expansion.

As we discussed in section 2, there are two distinct ways that a quartic self-interaction
can arise: (i) from EFTI operators that contain four building blocks and therefore start
at quartic order in perturbations and (ii) from EFTI operators that contain fewer than
four building blocks and can therefore start at quadratic/cubic order in perturbations.
For definiteness we will work with EFTI operators that start at quartic order since these
are simpler to construct and already enable us to illustrate that parity odd trispectra can
indeed arise in GI. Studying other operators is certainly an interesting avenue for future
work, and perhaps requires a better understanding of the non-linearly realised symmetries.
From eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) we see that we can construct self-interactions from π̇, ∂i∂jπ, and
their derivatives. This also follows from the fact that in flat space, a superfluid non-linearly
realises broken boosts as δπ = bix

i+O(π) (see e.g. [58–61]). The operators with the lowest
scaling dimension are those with the fewest time derivatives. The leading operators with
zero, one and two time derivatives are

eµνρσnµδKαβδK
α
ν∇βδKγρδK

γ
σ ⊃ a−9εijk∂m∂nπ∂n∂iπ∂m∂l∂jπ∂l∂kπ , (5.9)

(g00 + 1)eµνρσnµδKνλ(D2δKλ
ρ)∇σδK ⊃ a−9π̇εijk∂i∂lπ∂l∂j∂

2π∂k∂
2π , (5.10)

(g00 + 1)eµνρσnµδKνλ(nα∇αδKλ
ρ)∇σδK ⊃ a−7π̇εijk∂i∂lπ∂l∂j π̇∂k∂

2π , (5.11)

18Recall that H(1)
ν (z) ∼

√
2
πz
ei(−

πν
2 +z−π

4 ) for large z.
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where D2 is the covariant Laplacian on the hypersurfaces of constant time and eµνρσ is the
volume form eµνρσ = √−g εµνρσ, with ε0ijk = εijk and ε0123 = 1. We now notice that we
can isolate eq. (5.10) as the leading source of parity violation. Indeed, the other operators
do not preserve the t→ −t, π → −π symmetry of the action of the free theory eq. (5.2).19

We will therefore initially concentrate on eq. (5.10) from which we will learn a lot about
when we can get a non-zero signal. We will come back to the others at the end of this
section. Converting to conformal time we have

Sππππ = 1
Λ2

PO

∫
d3xdη a−6(η)π′εijk∂i∂lπ∂l∂j∂2π∂k∂

2π , (5.12)

and the quartic wavefunction coefficient takes the form

ψ4 = H6

Λ2
PO
εijkk

i
2k
j
3k
k
4k

l
2k
l
3k

2
3k

2
4

∫ 0

−∞(1−i)
dη η6K ′(k1, η)K(k2, η)K(k3, η)K(k4, η)

+ 23 perms.

= π4H6c̃8

4Γ(3
4)4Λ2

PO
εijkk

i
2k
j
3k
k
4k

l
2k
l
3k

7
2
1 k

3
2
2 k

7
2
3 k

7
2
4

×
∫ 0

−∞(1−i)
dη η13H

(1)
− 1

4
(−c̃2k2

1η
2)H(1)

3
4

(−c̃2k2
2η

2)H(1)
3
4

(−c̃2k2
3η

2)H(1)
3
4

(−c̃2k2
4η

2)

+ 23 perms. ,

(5.13)

where the overall factor of (−i) in the Feynman rules is cancelled by the factor of (+i) that
we get from converting the nine spatial derivatives to momentum space. Here we have used

K ′(k, η) = −
2e iπ4 π(−η) 5

2 (c̃k) 7
2H

(1)
− 1

4
(−c̃2k2η2)

2 3
4 Γ(3

4)
. (5.14)

As a consistency check we notice that the overall powers of k and η can be expressed as
(kη)14k3 so we have the correct scaling required by scale invariance. We can also check that
this wavefunction coefficient won’t vanish when we sum over permutations: from the time
integral we only need to worry about permutations in labels (2, 3, 4) then given the overall
dependence on the energies, we only need to worry about permutations in (3, 4) since only
these energies appear with the same power. The integrand is symmetric in these labels, the
energy dependence is also symmetric. We can then write kl2kl3 = 1

2(kl2kl3−kl2kl4−kl2kl1−k2
2),

by momentum conservation, to show that the anti-symmetric structure from the epsilon
tensor is cancelled by part of this final term. We will therefore get something non-zero

19One can relate this symmetry to a t → −t symmetry in unitary gauge. The transformation rules
in unitary gauge follow from g00 = gµν∂µt∂νt, nµ = −∂µt/

√
−g00, Dµ = (δνµ + nνnµ)∇ν and Kµν =

∇µnν +nµn
ρ∇ρnν . This is useful since it allows one to predict the transformation rules of a given operator

at all orders in π. However, it is important to keep in mind that once the background of these geometric
objects is covariantly subtracted to ensure tadpole cancellation, their transformation properties are spoiled.
This will give rise to operators that break the t → −t, π → −π symmetry. These will generically be
suppressed in the limit of large non-Gaussianities. That is, the breaking of the symmetry is small in this
limit.
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when we sum over permutations, as expected. Now it is useful to explicitly extract the
dependence on c̃2. We do this by performing a change of variables ki → ki/c̃ in the integral
over k1,k2,k3,k4 in the wavefunction. After some algebra, and using π(k/c̃) = c̃3π(k),20

we obtain

ψ4 = 32H6iπ4

Λ2
POc̃

6Γ(3
4)4 (k2 · k3 × k4)(k2 · k3)k

7
2
1 k

3
2
2 k

7
2
3 k

7
2
4 T (k1, k2, k3, k4) + 23 perms. , (5.15)

where

T (k1, k2, k3, k4) =
∫ +∞

0
dλλ13H

(1)
− 1

4
(2ik2

1λ
2)H(1)

3
4

(2ik2
2λ

2)H(1)
3
4

(2ik2
3λ

2)H(1)
3
4

(2ik2
4λ

2) .
(5.16)

Here we notice the usefulness of the contour discussed at the beginning of this section.
Not only is T real with this choice, thereby ensuring that the wavefunction coefficient is
imaginary, the mode functions are also exponentially convergent for λ→ +∞. The reality
of the integral follows from the integral representation of the Hankel function:

H(1)
ν (z) = e

−iπν
2

iπ

∫ +∞

−∞
dt eiz cosh t−νt , valid for 0 < arg z < π , (5.17)

and for us we have arg z = π
2 . The ν-dependent factors simplify to e iπ8 e− 9iπ

8 = −1 leaving
us with a real T . We remind the reader that having a non-vanishing trispectrum requires
ψ4 to contain an imaginary part which is indeed the case here thanks to the overall factor
of i that comes from dη η13 → (i − 1)14 dλλ13. Note that we are able to use this Wick
rotation to assess the reality of this time integral since it is IR-finite. This ensures that we
don’t need to introduce an IR cut-off at η0.

In preparation for possible future constraints on the operator in eq. (5.12), we write
down the expression for the trispectrum of the comoving curvature perturbation ζ = −Hπ.
Using eq. (5.8), and the definition of c̃2 = HΛ̃/(2Λ2), we find

Bζ
4 = 512iπ3Λ5(HΛ̃)3/2

Λ2
POΛ̃6Γ(3

4)2
(∆2

ζ)3(k2 ·k3×k4)(k2 ·k3)k
1
2
1 k
− 3

2
2 k

1
2
3 k

1
2
4 T (k1, k2, k3, k4)+23 perms. ,

(5.18)
where we defined

∆2
ζ ≡ k3Pζ(k) . (5.19)

It is useful to check that this result conforms to our expectations. To this end, we notice
that the size of the trispectrum can be estimated by comparing the quartic Lagrangian to
the quadratic one at horizon crossing, and using the substitutions ∂η ∼ H, k2 ∼ HΛ2/Λ̃
and π = ζ/H. Then we have

Bζ
4

P 2
ζ

∼ L4
L2

∣∣∣∣
crossing

∼
(
H

3
2 Λ5

Λ2
POΛ̃ 9

2

)
ζ2 , (5.20)

20This follows from scale invariance of the wavefunction coefficients ψn.
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which indeed agrees with eq. (5.8) and (5.18). We can also compute τPO
NL , which is given by

∼ Bζ
4/P

3
ζ , in terms of the observed power spectrum of ζ, ∆2

ζ ≈ 4× 10−8. Using eq. (2.22)
(the explicit choice of reference scale k̄ is irrelevant due to scale invariance) we find

τPO
NL ≈ −

4× 10−7

Λ2
PO

(Λ28

Λ̃18

) 1
5
. (5.21)

This can be made large for small ΛPO, with the caveat that a too small ΛPO could lead
to τPO

NL ×∆2
ζ becoming close to 1 which would jeopardize perturbativity. Given the fact

that we propose GI only as an example of how (non-perturbative) deviations from the
Bunch-Davies vacuum provide a counterexample to the results of section 3, we leave a
more detailed investigation of naturalness constraints to future work. It would also be
interesting to carry out the analysis of [10] using the template of eq. (5.18), in order to
confirm whether current observational bounds from BOSS on τPO

NL are actually competitive
with simple bounds coming from the requirement of perturbativity.

We have learned quite a lot from this calculation. Consider the operator in eq. (5.9)
which only differs from eq. (5.10) by having one less time derivative. Adding time deriva-
tives cannot alter the reality of the wavefunction coefficient because they come in the com-
bination η∂η by scale invariance. The final operator that we wrote, eq. (5.11), however, has
a different number of spatial derivatives compared to the other two: its had seven while the
others have nine. While the time derivatives do not alter the reality of the wavefunction
coefficient, spatial derivatives can. Indeed, by removing two spatial derivatives we lose two
powers of η in the integrand so when we rotate we pick up a factor of i. This means that if
an operator with nine spatial derivatives yields an imaginary wavefunction and therefore a
non-zero correlator, an operator with seven spatial derivatives will yield a real wavefunc-
tion and therefore a vanishing correlator. We conclude that eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) yield a
non-zero signal, while eq. (5.11) yields a vanishing signal.

More generally, BPO
4 6= 0 in GI only if we have 5 + 4n spatial derivatives, regardless of

the number of time derivatives.21 It is easy to convince oneself that in the case with five
spatial derivatives, the necessary number of time derivatives required to find a non-zero
operator ensures that the scaling dimension is never less than 3 i.e. it is never less than
the scaling dimension of the operator in eq. (5.9). This is true for quartic interactions that
come from four building block operators, and also those with fewer building blocks. With
this in mind, let us also write down the trispectrum for curvature perturbations that comes
from eq. (5.9). For a quartic action in conformal time given by

Sππππ = 1
MPO

∫
d3xdη a−5(η)εijk∂m∂nπ∂n∂iπ∂m∂l∂jπ∂l∂kπ , (5.22)

where we have introduced the scale MPO to distinguish this trispectrum from that coming

21One should be able to derive this result using the boostless bootstrap derivation in section 3.2, but
using a modified COT that applies to Ghost Inflation. Such COT for Ghost Inflation was briefly discussed
in [38].
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from eq. (5.10), we find

ψ4 = − 8π4H5

Γ(3
4)4MPOc̃6 εijkk

i
2k
j
3k
k
4k

m
1 k

m
3 k

n
1 k

n
2 k

l
3k
l
4k

3
2
1 k

3
2
2 k

3
2
3 k

3
2
4 T (k1, k2, k3, k4) + 23 perms. ,

(5.23)

where now we have

T (k1, k2, k3, k4) =
∫ +∞

0
dλλ11H

(1)
3
4

(2ik2
1λ

2)H(1)
3
4

(2ik2
2λ

2)H(1)
3
4

(2ik2
3λ

2)H(1)
3
4

(2ik2
4λ

2) .
(5.24)

One can check, using the integral representation of eq. (5.17), that T is purely imaginary,
leading to an imaginary ψ4. The final expression for the trispectrum of the comoving
curvature perturbation is

Bζ
4 = 128iπ3Λ5(HΛ̃)1/2

MPOΛ̃5Γ(3
4)2

(∆2
ζ)3 (k2 · k3 × k4)(k1 · k3)(k1 · k2)(k3 · k4)

k
3
2
1 k

3
2
2 k

3
2
3 k

3
2
4

Im T (k1, k2, k3, k4)

+ 23 perms. (5.25)

We can now estimate the size of the non-Gaussianities from this operator. We take
the ratio between Bζ

4 from the MPO operator and the one from the Λ2
PO operator in the

τNL
PO configuration of eq. (2.20), finding

4 Λ2
PO

HMPO
≈ 3× 103 Λ2

PO

MPOΛ 2
5 Λ̃ 3

5
, (5.26)

where we have used eq. (5.8) to express the Hubble rate in terms of ∆2
ζ ≈ 4× 10−8. We em-

phasize that we do this comparison only to have a vague idea of the size of the trispectrum
from the operator (5.9): a proper analysis following [10, 11] is needed in order to assess the
importance of the difference in the shapes. Nevertheless, it is important to stress that in
terms of operators with four building blocks we expect that eq. (5.25) is the leading signal,
and we will investigate other operators with the same scaling dimension in the future.

6 Yes-go 3: exchanging massive spinning fields

In this section we consider a different setup in which large parity violation can be obtained
in the scalar trispectrum at tree level due to the exchange of a massive spinning field, which
we denote by σ, with masses in the range 0 < mσ/H < 3/2. We go back to assuming a
linear dispersion relation for the Goldstone mode, and consider cubic couplings within the
EFTI following the set-up of [41]. We will first introduce this formalism. We will then
show that the exchange diagram in the wavefunction calculation is purely real so it does
not contribute to ρ4 and therefore does not contribute to the parity-odd trispectrum. We
show this by two complementary methods: using weight-shifting operators, and using a
Wick rotation of the nested time integrals (see appendix A). Conversely, we show that the
factorized contribution BPO

4 ∼ ρ3ρ3 yields a non-zero signal.
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Spinning fields in the EFTI. To treat spinning fields in the Effective Field Theory of
Inflation (EFTI) we follow the nice formalism of [41] and exemplify the discussion in the case
of a spin-1 field. Within this set-up one can avoid constraints on the mass of spinning fields
in the form of the Higuchi bound22 [62] by allowing for sizeable couplings between spinning
fields and the inflaton background. This is a natural set-up for us in this work as we are
not assuming exact or approximate invariance under de Sitter boosts. We will be working
with spin-1 where the mass range we choose does not actually violate the Higuchi bound,
however this is primarily for illustrative purposes and our results are easily generalised
to higher-spins where the allowed range of masses here is large than those allowed by the
Higuchi bound. During inflation fields are classified according to their transformation under
the unbroken group of rotations, but to couple them to four-dimensional fields within the
EFTI, we introduce a fictitious four-vector that when coupled to gravity and the foliation
ensures that the resulting EFT has the correct linear and non-linear symmetries. For
spin-1, the object that transforms as a vector under all diffeomorphisms is [41]

Σµ(Σi, π) =
(
−Σi∂iπ

1 + π̇
,Σi

)
. (6.1)

It is convenient to make all scale factors manifest by contracting spatial indices with δij
as opposed to gij . To do so we introduce σi = aΣi such that the free theory for the spin-1
field is [41]

S2 = 1
2

∫
d3xdη a2(η)

[
(σ′i)2 − c2

1(∂iσj)2 − (c2
0 − c2

1)(∂iσi)2 − a(η)2m2
σ(σi)2

]
, (6.2)

where c0,1 are the speeds of sound of the longitudinal and transverse components of σi and
mσ is an arbitrary mass.23 From now on all spatial indices are raised and lowered with δij .
Crucially, in this set-up the kinetic term of the longitudinal mode is not related to the mass
parameter which is why the Higuchi bound can be avoided. We note that the symmetries
of EFTI dictate that this free action must also come with interactions of the form πσσ

since ΣΣ ⊃ σσ + πσσ. Such interactions cannot contribute to the scalar trispectrum at
tree level so they are not of interest for us in this work. Converting to Fourier space, we
write σi(k, η) = ∑

h σ
(h)
k (η)εhi (k) where we normalise the polarisation vector according to

εhi (k)εh′i (−k) = δhh′ (in this way eq. (6.2) is already the canonically-normalized quadratic
action). We can easily see from the free theory that the mode functions will be equivalent
to those of a massive scalar field in de Sitter. Assuming Bunch-Davies initial conditions,
we have

σ
(h)
k = H

√
π

2 eiπ(ν+1/2)/2(−η)3/2H(1)
ν (−chkη) , with ν ≡

√
9
4 −

m2
σ

H2 . (6.3)

22In the limit where we have full de Sitter symmetries, the Higuchi bound sets a lower bound on the
mass of spinning fields by demanding that their longitudinal mode is not a ghost thereby ensuring the fields
adhere to unitary representations of the de Sitter group.

23Note that our mσ differs from that in [41] because we wrote the action in terms of conformal time.
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Therefore the bulk-to-boundary propagator for this spin-1 field is24

K(h)
σ =

(
η

η0

)3/2 H
(2)
ν (−chkη)

H
(2)
ν (−chkη0)

, (6.4)

and the power spectrum is

P (h)
σ (k) = πH2

4 (−η0)3H(1)
ν (−chkη0)H(2)

ν (−chkη0) , (6.5)

which has the correct mass dimension for a canonically-normalized field. This propagator
simplifies for two special choices of the mass: for the massless case m2

σ = 0 (ν = 3/2) and
the conformally-coupled case m2

σ = 2H2 (ν = 1/2) we have

m2
σ = 0 ⇒ Kσ = (1− ichkη)eichkη , (6.6)

m2
σ = 2H2 ⇒ Kσ = η

η0
eichkη . (6.7)

In these limiting cases our results from section 3 show that no parity violation can occur
due to the exchange of such a massive field so in the remainder of this section we will
concentrate on more general light masses where 0 < mσ/H < 3/2.

Let’s now turn our attention to interactions of the form ππσ that can contribute to
the scalar trispectrum via particle exchange. To realise a parity-odd trispectrum, we need
one of the two vertices to have an odd number of spatial momenta, and the other to have
an even number. To construct these actions we couple Σµ to the building blocks of the
EFTI (see e.g. eqs. (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) for those with the lowest number of derivatives).
Denoting schematically by O these building blocks, there are two ways we can construct
ππσ interactions: (i) operators of the form OΣ induce quadratic mixing terms where π
mixes with the longitudinal mode of σ, then the non-linearly realized symmetries also
demands the presence of ππσ couplings; (ii) operators of the form OOΣ start at cubic
order in fluctuations so the lowest order terms are just ππσ. For the purpose of this paper,
where we are aiming to provide some yes-go examples for parity violation in the scalar
trispectrum, we will work with the simplest set-up where there is no quadratic mixing.
This ensures that there are no other Feynman diagrams to consider beyond the single-
exchange diagram shown in figure 4, where we show only the s-channel for simplicity.
Furthermore, we take σi to be transverse since the longitudinal mode cannot contribute
to parity-odd exchange. This means that we can take ∇µΣµ = 0 and consequently there
is no loss of generality in taking the Goldstone π to appear only via ∂i∂jπ, π̈ and ∂iπ̇ at
leading order in derivatives, since we can only use δKµν and ∇µg00. In terms of symmetries,
these are operators that are invariant under the leading part of the non-linearly realised
symmetries. At zeroth order in fields, σi does not transform which resonates with the fact
that it can be thought of as a matter field in the CCWZ construct of effective actions [41].
Indeed, only Goldstones transform at this order and only π is a Goldstone. The leading

24Recall that the bulk-to-boundary propagator is fixed by [σ(h)
k ]∗ which is why it depends on the Hankel

function of the second kind.
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k1

⇡

k2

⇡

k3

⇡

k4

⇡

s = |k1 + k2|

�

5

Figure 4. s-channel exchange diagram for the exchange of a massive spinning field.

cubic action in conformal time is then given by

Sππσ =
∫

d3xdη
[
λ1∂iπ

′∂i∂jπσ
j + λ2π

′′∂iπ
′σi + λ3a

−1εijk∂i∂lπ∂j∂lπ
′σk

+ λ4a
−1εijk∂iπ

′′∂jπ
′σk
]
.

(6.8)

In the presence of only the first and the second operators, the action would be invariant
under parity if σi transformed as a vector. Conversely, the third and fourth interactions
are compatible with parity only if σi is a pseudo-vector, Pσi(k)P = +σi(k). Hence, any
process that involves both λ1 or λ2 and λ3 or λ4 leads to parity violation. For definiteness we
will concentrate on the O(λ1λ3) contribution to the trispectrum but many of the following
results hold more generally. This action comes from the following unitary-gauge operators:

λ1 → (∇µδg00)δKµ
νΣν , (6.9)

λ2 → Σµ(nν∇νδg00)∇µδg00 , (6.10)
λ3 → eµνρσnµδKνλ(nα∇αδKλ

ρ)Σσ , (6.11)
λ4 → eµνρσnµ∇ν(nα∇αδg00)(∇ρδg00)Σσ . (6.12)

Let us stress that within this set-up where we look for parity violation due to particle
exchange, it is not possible to have a large parity-odd signal in combination with a small
parity-even one. Indeed, parity-even signals can come from both O(λ2

1) and O(λ2
3) contri-

butions to the wavefunction and if the parity-odd signal is made large by having large λ1
or λ3, one of these parity-even signals will also be large. We therefore expect a detection
of a parity-odd trispectrum due to particle exchange to be accompanied by a detection of
a parity-even trispectrum, unless there is some kinematical configuration where the parity-
even shape is small rather than the overall coupling. We will also discuss the constraints
on the couplings coming from the requirements of perturbativity in a moment.

Exchange contribution to the quartic wavefunction. Let us first consider the ex-
change diagram wavefunction contribution ψ4 to the trispectrum BPO

4 , before moving onto
the factorised contribution. Within the range of masses that we are interested in, we are
restricting to cases where ν is real cf. eq. (6.3), and throughout the remainder of this section
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we will fix the speed of the exchanged field to unity, c1 = 1, while keeping the speed of the
Goldstone mode, cs, general. The s-channel exchange diagram at O(λ1λ3) is given by

ψ4,s =
∑
h=±1

(−i)×
[
−iλ1k

i
1k
i
2k
j
2ε
h
j (s)

]
×
[
−λ3Hεijkk

i
3k
l
3k
j
4k
l
4ε
h
k(−s)

]
×
∫

dηdη′ η′K ′π(k1, η)Kπ(k2, η)Gσ(η, η′, s)Kπ(k3, η
′)K ′π(k4, η

′) + 7 perms.

= λ1λ3H

4 (s2 − k2
1 − k2

2)(s2 − k2
3 − k2

4)εijkki3k
j
4k
m
2
∑
h=±1

εhm(s)εhk(−s)

×
∫

dηdη′ η′K ′π(k1, η)Kπ(k2, η)Gσ(η, η′, s)Kπ(k3, η
′)K ′π(k4, η

′) + 7 perms. ,

(6.13)

where we have used momentum conservation at each vertex. Once we sum over the re-
maining two channels, we get the correct number of 4! permutations. We also sum over
the helicities of the exchanged field, and we restrict to the transverse components since the
longitudinal mode cannot give rise to a non-zero parity-odd wavefunction. Using known
polarisation sums, see e.g. [16, 37, 63], we can eliminate all reference to the internal field.
Using ∑h=±1 ε

h
i (s)εhj (−s) = Πij(s) = δij − sisj/s2,25 we then have

ψ4,s = λ1λ3H

4 (s2 − k2
1 − k2

2)(s2 − k2
3 − k2

4)εijkki3k
j
4k
k
2IE(k1, k2, k3, k4, s) + 7 perms. ,

(6.14)

where we have defined

IE(k1, k2, k3, k4, s) =
∫

dηdη′ η′K ′π(k1, η)Kπ(k2, η)Gσ(η, η′, s)Kπ(k3, η
′)K ′π(k4, η

′) .
(6.15)

We note that the second term in the polarisation sum does not contribute since εijkki3k
j
4s
k =

0 by momentum conservation. It is useful to write the bulk-bulk propagator of the massive
field explicitly in terms of the Hankel functions. We have

Gσ(η, η′, s) = iπH2

4
[
θ(η − η′)(η′η)3/2H(2)

ν (−sη′)[H(2)
ν (−sη) +H(1)

ν (−sη)] + (η ↔ η′)
]
,

(6.16)
where we have used

Pσ(s)
[(−η0)3/2H

(2)
ν (−sη0)]2

= πH2

4
H

(1)
ν (−sη0)

H
(2)
ν (−sη0)

→ −πH
2

4 , (6.17)

ImK(s, η) = − i2
(−η)3/2

(−η0)3/2H
(2)
ν (−sη0)

[H(2)
ν (−sη) +H(1)

ν (−sη)] , (6.18)

and have assumed real ν which is the case for our masses of interest.
As we have explained a number of times, whether ψ4,s contributes to the trispectrum

or not depends on the properties of IE : it must contain an imaginary part, such that ψ4,s

25This projection tensor is transverse as it should be: siΠij(s) = sj − sjs2/s2 = 0, and has the correct nor-
malisation since δijΠij(s) = 2. The 2 comes from summing over the two helicities, using εhi (s)εh

′
i (−s) = δhh′ .
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is itself imaginary, for there to be a non-vanishing contribution. We will now study the
properties of this nested time integral. It turns out that IE can be related to a simpler
building block, namely the four-point function of a conformally-coupled field that interacts
with a massive scalar field σ through the trilinear vertex ϕ2σ. The Lagrangian of the ϕ-σ
theory is given by

S =
∫

d3xdη a4(η)
(
−1

2(∂µϕ)2 −H2ϕ2 − 1
2(∂µσ)2 − 1

2m
2
σσ

2 − gϕ2σ

)
, (6.19)

where ϕ is a conformally-coupled field and σ is a scalar field with the same mass as σi.
The four-point wavefunction coefficient of ϕ induced by the exchange of σ is given by

ψϕ4,s = −4ig2

η4
0

∫ dηdη′
η2η′2

ei(k1+k2)ηei(k3+k4)η′Gσ(s, η, η′) . (6.20)

This four-point coefficient is convergent in the η0 → 0 limit iff 0 ≤ ν < 1
2 . Let us define

F (u, v) = −η4
0s

4g2ψ4 which only depends on the dimensionless quantities u = s
k1+k2

and
v = s

k3+k4
. A similar quantity was bootstrapped in [64]. Here we follow the conventions

laid out in section 4.2 of [38], where F (u, v) was found to be

F (u, v) =



∞∑
m,n=0

cmnu
2m+1

(
u

v

)n
+ π

2 cos(πν)g(u, v) , |u| ≤ |v|

∞∑
m,n=0

cmnv
2m+1

(
v

u

)n
+ π

2 cos(πν)g(v, u) , |v| ≤ |u|
. (6.21)

Here, the cmn’s are a set of real numbers given by

cmn = (−1)n(n+ 1)(n+ 2) . . . (n+ 2m)
[(n+ 1

2)2 − ν2][(n+ 5
2)2 − ν2] . . . [(n+ 1

2 + 2m)2 − ν2]
, (6.22)

and
g(u, v) = κ(ν)Pν− 1

2

(1
u

)
−Qν− 1

2

(1
u

)
+Q−ν− 1

2

(1
u

)
, (6.23)

with Pν and Qν the associated Legendre functions of the first and second type, respectively,
and

κ(ν) = iπ + π

cos(πν)
σ(s, η0)
σ∗(s, η0) = π tan(πν) . (6.24)

Above, σ(s, η) is the positive-frequency mode function of the massive field, which is the
same as (6.3) with ch = 1. Putting everything together, we see that for physical configu-
rations, namely for 0 ≤ u ≤ 1, the entire ψϕ4,s is a real quantity. IE will inherit this reality
as it is related to ψ4 through a Hermitian weight-shifting operator.26 This operator can be
reconstructed from the knowledge of the type of interactions inserted at each vertex. The

26Weight-shifting operators are not always Hermitian, but for our interaction vertices the weight-shifting
procedure does not alter the reality of the time integral.
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result is given by

IE(k1,k2,k3,k4,s) =− k
2
1k

2
4

c3
s

(
∂3

∂(k1+k2)3−k2
∂4

∂(k1+k2)4

)(
∂4

∂(k3+k4)4−k2
∂4

∂(k1+k2)5

)

×F
(

s

cs(k1+k2) ,
s

cs(k3+k4)

)
.

(6.25)

In this relation, s is held fixed when the partial derivatives ∂
∂(k1+k2) and ∂

∂(k3+k4) operate.
The indicated weight-shifting operator in front of F (u, v) turns the external conformally-
coupled, massive states into massless ones, hence the name (see [16] for the systematic
study of such operators in de Sitter-isometric situations and [65, 66], when de Sitter boosts
are broken). It follows from the reality of this weight-shifting operator and that of the seed
function F (u, v) that IE has to be real. Two technical comments are in order: (i) The
expression for F (u, v) in (6.21) on the upper (lower) line contains a series expansion that
converges only for |u| < 1 (|v| < 1). However, for a subluminal cs < 1, both ratios u =

s
cs(k1+k2) and v = s

cs(k3+k4) can take values beyond the unit disk where the aforementioned
series expansion is not applicable.27 Nevertheless, the reality of IE across the region defined
by 0 < u < 1 and 0 < v < 1 carries over to the entire u, v > 0 region because F (u, v) is
analytic around u = 1 (for arbitrary v) and v = 1 (for arbitrary u).28 (ii) Our proof so far
only applies to 0 < ν < 1/2 for which the four-point ψ4,s is IR-convergent. Nevertheless,
for lighter states, namely 1

2 ≤ ν < 3
2 , IE is still convergent and analytic as a function of

ν > 0. Consequently, the reality of IE follows for an arbitrary positive ν from its reality
across 0 < ν < 1/2. In appendix A we present a complementary proof that the time
integral IE is purely real by performing Wick rotations on the two time variables.

Factorised contribution to the trispectrum. Having shown that there is no exchange
contribution to the trispectrum for our range of masses, we now move on to the factorised
contribution for which we need to compute the two cubic wavefunction coefficients. We
are considering the O(λ1λ3) trispectrum. The cubic wavefunction coefficient due to the λ1
vertex is given by (throughout we are suppressing the integration limits which are always
the same)

ψ3,1 = −λ1k
i
1k
i
2k
j
2εj(k3)

∫
dη K ′π(k1, η)Kπ(k2, η)Kσ(k3, η) + (1↔ 2)

= −λ1
2 (k2

3 − k2
1 − k2

2)ki2εi(k3)[I1(k1, k2, k3)− I1(k2, k1, k3)] ,
(6.26)

where the overall factor of (−i) in the Feynman rules combines with the factor of (−i)
we get from converting the three spatial derivatives to momentum space to give an overall
factor of (−1), and in the final line we have used momentum conservation and transversality

27This situation was studied in depth in [65], and an explicit expression for the four-point function was
found as a series expansion that converges outside the corresponding unit disk |u| < 1 (or |v| < 1).

28This is a direct consequence of having a Bunch-Davies initial condition which implies regularity at the
collinear limit (i.e. u = 1 or v = 1).
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of the spin-1 field to write ki1εi(k3) = −ki2εi(k3). We have also defined

I1(k1, k2, k3) =
∫

dη K ′π(k1, η)Kπ(k2, η)Kσ(k3, η) . (6.27)

Similarly, for the cubic wavefunction coefficient due to the λ3 vertex we have

ψ3,3 = iHλ3
2 (k2

3 − k2
1 − k2

2)εijkki1k
j
2εk(k3)[I3(k1, k2, k3)− I3(k2, k1, k3)] , (6.28)

where we have defined

I3(k1, k2, k3) =
∫

dη η Kπ(k1, η)K ′π(k2, η)Kσ(k3, η) . (6.29)

Note that there is an additional factor of η in I3 that distinguishes it from I1. Now it is
the combination ρ3 = ψ3({k}, {k}) + ψ∗3({k}, {−k}) that contributes to the trispectrum
and for these two wavefunction coefficients we have

ρ3,1 = −iλ1(k2
3 − k2

1 − k2
2)ki2εi(k3)Im [I1(k1, k2, k3)− I1(k2, k1, k3)] , (6.30)

ρ3,3 = −Hλ3(k2
3 − k2

1 − k2
2)εijkki1k

j
2εk(k3)Im [I3(k1, k2, k3)− I3(k2, k1, k3)] . (6.31)

As expected, we see that for the interaction vertex with an odd number of spatial momenta,
we have an imaginary ρ3, while the interaction with an even number of spatial momenta
yields a real ρ3.

Now, the s-channel contribution to this factorised part of the trispectrum takes the
form

Bπ
4,s =

4∏
a=1

Pπ(ka)
∑
h=±1

P hσ (s)ρ3,3(k1,k2, s)ρ1,3(k3,k4 − s) + [(1, 2)↔ (3, 4)] , (6.32)

where we only add one permutation since we have already explicitly summed over some
permutations in arriving at the above expressions for ρ3,1 and ρ3,3, and as always we don’t
include the spin zero “exchange” since this will always give a vanishing result. We use an
equal sign for this s-channel exchange since as we showed above, the quartic wavefunction
coefficient does not contribute to the correlator. Computing this product and summing
over the helicities of the exchanged field (recalling that only the δij in the polarisation sum
contributes) yields

Bπ
4,s =

( 4∏
a=1

Pπ(ka)
)
iHλ1λ3Pσ(s)(s2 − k2

1 − k2
2)(s2 − k2

3 − k2
4)εijkki3k

j
4k
k
2

× Im [I3(k1, k2, s)− I3(k2, k1, s)] Im [I1(k3, k4, s)− I1(k4, k3, s)] + [(1, 2)↔ (3, 4)].
(6.33)

Let us first convince ourselves that this contribution is indeed non-zero. By construction
it is invariant under (1 ↔ 2) and (3 ↔ 4). This is manifest for (3 ↔ 4) due to the
anti-symmetric nature of εijk, while it can be made manifest for (1 ↔ 2) by writing
εijkk

i
3k
k
4k

k
2 = εijkk

i
3k
k
4(kk2 − kk1)/2. The final sum over replacing (1, 2) ↔ (3, 4) cannot
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yield a vanishing result since I1(k1, k2, s) 6= I3(k1, k2, s). So generically we expect this
contribution to the trispectrum to be non-zero.

Let’s now study the time integrals in more detail. First consider the time integral for
the λ1interaction, and we remind the reader that throughout this discussion we take ν to
be real. We have

I1(k1, k2, s) = − 1
(−η0)3/2H

(2)
ν (−sη0)

∫
dη (−η)5/2 c2

sk
2
1(1− icsk2η)eicsk12ηH(2)

ν (−sη) ,

(6.34)
and therefore

I1(k1, k2, s)− I1(k2, k1, s) =

− c2
s

(−η0)3/2H
(2)
ν (−sη0)

∫
dη (−η)5/2 [k2

1(1− icsk2η)− k2
2(1− icsk1η)]eicsk12ηH(2)

ν (−sη) .

(6.35)

Here we have defined k12 = k1 + k2. A very similar integral,29 that we can use to compute
this one, was computed in appendix B of [15]. Indeed in that work it was shown that the
integral30

In(a, b) = H
√
π

2 e−
iπ
2 (ν+1/2)

∫ 0

−∞
dη (−η)n−1/2eiaηH(2)

ν (−bη) (6.36)

is given by

In(a, b) = (−1)n+1 H√
2b

(
i

2b

)n Γ (α) Γ (β)
Γ(1 + n) × 2F1

(
α, β; 1 + n; 1

2 −
a

2b

)
, (6.37)

where we have defined α = 1
2 + n− ν and β = 1

2 + n+ ν. We can therefore write

I1(k1,k2,s)−I1(k2,k1,s)=− 2c2
s

H
√
π

e
iπ
2 (ν+1/2)(k1−k2)

(−η0)3/2H
(2)
ν (−sη0)

[k12I3(csk12,s)+icsk1k2I4(csk12,s)],

(6.38)
which neatly gives us a closed-form expression. Similarly, for the λ3 interaction we have

I3(k3,k4,s)−I3(k4,k3,s)=− 2c2
s

H
√
π

e
iπ
2 (ν+1/2)(k3−k4)

(−η0)3/2H
(2)
ν (−sη0)

[k34I4(csk34,s)+icsk3k4I5(csk34,s)].

(6.39)
We can now write a more compact expression for eq. (6.33), the full s-channel trispectrum,
which is given by

Bπ
4,s = −

( 4∏
a=1

Pπ(ka)
)
c4
sHλ1λ3(s2 − k2

1 − k2
2)(s2 − k2

3 − k2
4)(k1 − k2)(k3 − k4)εijkki3k

j
4k
k
2

× [k12I3(csk12, s) + icsk1k2I4(csk12, s)][k34I4(csk34, s) + icsk3k4I5(csk34, s)]

× sin
(
π

2 (ν + 1/2)
)

cos
(
π

2 (ν + 1/2)
)

+ [(1, 2)↔ (3, 4)] , (6.40)

29It would be interesting to use the recently developed techniques in [67] to extract the cosmological
collider oscillations implied by this signal.

30We are actually working with the complex conjugate of the integral that was computed in [15] since
our integral contains H(2)

ν rather than H(1)
ν .
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where, as we have seen before, all η0 dependence has cancelled out to leave us with an
expression that is IR-finite. There are a few quick checks we can do on this result. We
notice that it is purely imaginary, as it should be, due to the I3 and iI4 terms, and we see
that for ν = 1/2 and ν = 3/2 this trispectrum vanishes thereby reproducing our results
in section 3. We also see that the result is non-zero for the intermediate range of masses
that we are interested in here. Finally, we see that the overall scaling with momenta is
k−9 as it should be for external massless scalars. Once we sum over the remaining two
permutations (the t and u channels), and we divide by H4 this gives us our final result for
the parity-odd trispectrum of the comoving curvature perturbation ζ due to the exchange
of a massive (but light) spin-1 field during inflation:

Bζ
4 = −

( 4∏
a=1

Pζ(ka)
)
c4
sλ1λ3
H3 (s2 − k2

1 − k2
2)(s2 − k2

3 − k2
4)(k1 − k2)(k3 − k4)εijkki3k

j
4k
k
2

× [k12I3(csk12, s) + icsk1k2I4(csk12, s)][k34I4(csk34, s) + icsk3k4I5(csk34, s)]

× sin
(
π

2 (ν + 1/2)
)

cos
(
π

2 (ν + 1/2)
)

+ [(1, 2)↔ (3, 4)] + t+ u . (6.41)

Let us now discuss the constraints on the couplings λ1, λ3 from the requirements of
perturbativity. For cs close to 1, i.e. in the case that the spinning field and the Goldstone
move with approximately the same speed, we can use the fact that In ∼ H (up to dimen-
sionful functions of ka which are fixed by scale invariance and an innocuous hypergeometric
function). From this we get that Bζ

4 ∼ λ1λ3∆8
ζ/H, which gives τPO

NL ∼ B
ζ
4/P

3
ζ of order31

τPO
NL ∼

∆2
ζλ1λ3

H
. (6.42)

Let us then estimate the unitarity cutoff of the theory. For cs close to 1 this is straight-
forward. Once we canonically normalize π we find that the λ1 interaction is a dimension
7 operator suppressed by Λ1 ∼ H4/3/(∆2

ζλ1)1/3, while the λ3 one is a dimension 8 opera-
tor suppressed by Λ3 ∼ H/(∆2

ζλ3)1/4. Requiring that at crossing we are below the cutoff,
H � Λ1,3 leads to

λ3∆2
ζ � 1 , λ1∆2

ζ � H . (6.43)

To relate this to the overall size τPO
NL , let’s focus on the regime Λ1 ∼ Λ3. Using this we can

re-write λ1 in terms of λ3 and obtain

τPO
NL ∼ λ3(∆2

ζλ3)
3
4 (assuming Λ1 ∼ Λ3) . (6.44)

From this we see that it is possible to choose λ3 in order for the theory to be weakly coupled
at horizon crossing and to have τPO

NL � 1.
Let us then see what happens if cs � 1 or cs � 1. In both cases we need to keep

track of the hypergeometric function in eq. (6.41). Let us consider first the limit cs � 1.
We are interested in 2F1(α, β; γ; z) at large negative z. In order to isolate the scaling with
cs we can focus for simplicity on the case ν = 3/2, disregarding the fact that the overall

31Notice that λ3 is dimensionless while λ1 has dimension of mass.
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Figure 5. τPO
NL for the curvature perturbation ζ from the exchange of a spin-1 field with mass mσ

and interactions λ1 and λ3 in eq. (6.8). Notice that the trispectrum vanishes for the conformally-
coupled mass mσ/H =

√
2, in agreement with our general no-go theorems.

trispectrum is zero in this case: the scaling with cs is unaffected by σ having a non-zero
mass. Hence, we have β − α = 3, and we can use the relation

2F1(α, β; γ; z) ∼ 2(1− z)−α
Γ(β)Γ(γ − α) , (6.45)

valid for |z − 1| > 1, | arg(1 − z)| < π and β − α ∈ N. From this we see that the square
brackets in the second line of eq. (6.41) yield a factor of H2/c5

s in the limit of large cs,
giving

τPO
NL ∼

∆2
ζλ1λ3

Hcs
. (6.46)

In the case of cs � 1, given the regularity of the hypergeometric function at z = 1/2, we
see that

τPO
NL ∼

∆2
ζc

4
sλ1λ3

H
. (6.47)

It is more difficult to estimate, in this case, the unitarity cutoff of the theory without doing
an explicit calculation. We leave this, and a more detailed discussion on how large τPO

NL
must be in order to explain the measurement of refs. [10, 11], to a future work: we only
notice that having a slow σi suppresses non-Gaussianities at fixed λ1 and λ3. In figure 5
we plot τPO

NL as defined by our normalization condition of eq. (2.22) at varying mass of the
exchanged spinning particle and cs.
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7 Summary and future directions

In this work we have studied signatures of parity violation from the inflationary primordial
universe. Until tensor modes are detected, our best hope is to study the statistics of
scalar fluctuations imprinted in primordial curvature perturbations. Parity violation cannot
appear in the power spectrum and bispectrum, even at the full non-perturbative level,
hence in this paper we have focused here on the scalar, parity-odd trispectrum BPO

4 . We
have re-derived and extended previous no-go results [1] that rule out parity violation at
tree-level in the presence of any number of scalars of any mass, or fields of any spin with
massless de Sitter mode functions. Crucially, these no-go results assume scale invariance
and a Bunch-Davies initial state. The raison d’être of these no-go theorems is to help us
identify the classes of models in which we can get a non-vanishing BPO

4 and to determine
the physical implications of a possible discovery of this signal. It is particularly timely to
pursue this goal, in light of the recent measurements of the parity-odd four-point function
of BOSS galaxies of refs. [10, 11]. While it is important to keep in mind that it is possible
that the signal detected (to different levels of significance) by these two groups could be
due to systematics instead of fundamental physics, it is equivalently important to stress
that this is the first example in a long time where it is data that drives the theory, as far
as the study of the inflationary universe is concerned.

To the end of identifying models where a non-vanishing parity-odd trispectrum can
be obtained, we have then relaxed these assumptions and derived explicitly the parity-
odd trispectra that one can generate in more general classes of models. In section 4, we
showed that general deviations from scale invariance, which show up in an explicit time
dependence of the coupling constants for perturbations, leads to a non-vanishing BPO

4 . We
stress that, for a time-dependence that is logarithmic in conformal time, the resulting BPO

4
is actually scale-invariant, see e.g. eq. (4.11). In this case, deviations from scale invariance
are present in the wavefunction, but drop out when we compute the trispectrum, which for
parity-odd interactions is the imaginary part of the wavefunction. In section 5 we discussed
a different scenario where a non-zero parity-odd trispectrum can arise: while maintaining
scale invariance, we deviate from the massless de Sitter mode functions and consider those
of Ghost Inflation (GI). In the infinite past, the GI mode functions do not reduce to the
standard e±ikt mode functions in Minkowski, and as such they avoid the no-go theorems we
derived in section 3. We concentrated on self-interactions for the Goldstone boson that are
“invariant” under the leading part of the non-linear boost symmetry (as opposed to Wess-
Zumino terms), and presented two examples that lead to a non-zero signal. The resulting
BPO

4 are given in (5.18) and (5.25), for two different parity-odd interactions. Despite the
fact that we concentrated on these operators that arise from four building block covariant
ones, we have shown that other operators cannot yield interactions with a lower scaling
dimension than that of eq. (5.9). Finally, we have considered the case in which massive
fields are present. For scalars of any mass the primordial parity-odd trispectrum vanishes
at tree-level, but in the presence of massive spinning fields it can be non-vanishing. As an
example, we have computed BPO

4 for the exchange of massive vector and the result is in
eq. (6.41) and plotted as function of mass for a specific configuration in figure 5.
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There are other ways to generate a non-vanishing BPO
4 , which we don’t discuss here.

One possibility is a process in which four external scalars exchange a spinning field whose
power spectrum is chiral, i.e. the power in one helicity is different from the power in the
other. Such a situation arises in models of axions coupled to a U(1) gauge sector in the
presence of an f(φ)(FF + FF̃ ) coupling, as discussed e.g. in [5], however sometimes with
the added feature of the breaking of statistical isotropy. Other examples of parity-odd
scalar trispectra were given in [1].

Our work could be extended in a number of directions:

• Loop corrections can contribute to BPO
4 already in single-clock inflation with massless

de Sitter mode functions. In the scale invariant limit this is an interesting setup where
loop effects can be larger than tree-level ones. We will discuss this in detail in an
upcoming paper.

• It would be interesting to assess what happens when we go beyond the decoupling
limit i.e. where we include the effects of dynamical gravity. This can yield new
exchange diagrams where curvature perturbations exchange the transverse, traceless
part of the graviton, but also new contact diagrams where now the self-interactions
can include inverse Laplacians which arise when we integrate out the non-dynamical
parts of the metric. Such gravitational effects are expected to be too small to aid
with an explanation of the signal potentially found in [10, 11], yet it is interesting to
understand if such corrections can avoid our no-go theorems.

• In section 6 where we considered the exchange of a massive spinning field, we choose
EFTI interactions between the Goldstone mode and the new massive field that did not
come with any quadratic mixing terms. However, it would be interesting to extend
our analysis to include such mixings that will introduce new exchange diagrams as
was considered in [68] for parity-even bispectra. Such quadratic mixing terms come
with a number of spatial derivatives that is dictated by the spin of the massive field.
This leads to distinctive signatures in the squeezed limit of cosmological correlators,
and potentially new shapes of parity-violating trispectra.

In summary, the no-go results and yes-go examples in our work contribute to establish the
parity-odd trispectrum as a particularly sensitive probe of new physics during inflation.
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A Wick rotation for ψ4 due to massive exchange

In this appendix we study the exchange time integral (6.15) and show that it is purely real.
In turn this tells us that the associated ψ4,s is real and therefore does not contribute to
the trispectrum.

We will actually work with a more general time integral of the form

IE(ka, s) =
∫

dηdη′ ηnL−4η′nR−4fL(k1, k2, η)fR(k3, k4, η
′)Gσ(η, η′, s) , (A.1)

arising from two vertices with nL and nR derivatives. Here the function fL (fR) depends on
Kπ(k1, η), Kπ(k2, η) (Kπ(k3, η), Kπ(k4, η)) and their time derivatives. Using the relation

dn
dηnKπ(k, η) = eicskη(icsk)n(1− n− icskη) (A.2)

we can, for example, write

fL(k1, k2, η) = (icsk1)n1(icsk2)n2 polyL(icsk1η, icsk2η)eicsk12η , (A.3)

where k12 = k1 + k2, polyL is some polynomial, and n1 + n2 ≤ nL. A similar expression
can be derived for fR, with a corresponding polyR that depends on η′. We will assume
that nL,R ≥ 4 such that there are no IR divergences at η → 0. We can confirm this by
focusing on the case of a massless exchange, ν = 3/2. In this case, we have that the bulk-
bulk propagator is IR-finite (see eq. (A.4) below), hence as long as we have a number of
derivatives equal to or higher than 4 on each vertex the integral is guaranteed to converge
at late times.

Now recall that for real ν, which we assume throughout this appendix, we can write
the bulk-bulk propagator as

Gσ(η, η′, s) = iπH2

2
[
θ(η − η′)(−η′)3/2(−η)3/2H(2)

ν (−sη′)Jν(−sη) + (η ↔ η′)
]
. (A.4)

Let’s concentrate on the case where η > η′ meaning that we pick up the first Heaviside
theta function in the bulk-bulk propagator. We integrate η′ from the far past (where we
Wick rotate) up to η, then integrate η from the far past to the late-time boundary. To
aid with assessing the reality of this integral, we Wick rotate to the path η(λ1) = iλ1,
η′(λ1, λ2) = η(λ1) + iλ2, with λ1, λ2 from +∞ to 0 (the path for the second contribution
in the bulk-bulk propagator is readily obtained by η ↔ η′). With this rotation we have
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exponential convergence at infinity and one does not have to worry about the inner limit
of integration depending on the outer integration variable. We now have

IE(ka, s) = (csk1)n1(csk2)n2(csk3)n3(csk4)n4in1+n2+n3+n4+nL+nR

×
∫ +∞

0

∫ +∞

0
dλ1dλ2 F (k1, k2, k3, k4, cs, λ1, λ2)

×H(2)
ν (−isλ12)Jν(−isλ1) + (η → η′) ,

(A.5)

where λ12 = λ1 + λ2 and F is a real function. Crucially, we then see that the reality of
IE(ka, s) is determined by the combination of Hankel and Bessel functions, and the number
of derivatives in each vertex. Using the following integral representations of the Hankel
and Bessel functions:

H(2)
ν (z) = −e

iπν
2

iπ

∫ +∞

−∞
dt e−iz cosh t−νt and

Jν(−iz) = 21−ν(−iz)ν
√
π Γ(ν + 1

2)

∫ 1

0
dt (1− t2)ν−

1
2 cosh(zt) ,

(A.6)

valid for −π < arg z < 0 and Re ν > −1
2 ,32 respectively, we see that the product

H
(2)
ν (−isλ12)Jν(−isλ1) is purely imaginary. Indeed, using fact that ν is real, we have

H
(2)
ν (−isλ12) = ie

iνπ
2 × (Real) and Jν(−isλ1) = e−

iνπ
2 × (Real). We therefore have

IE(ka, s) = in1+n2+n3+n4+nL+nR+1 × (Real) . (A.7)

Now to find a parity-odd ψ4, we need one vertex to have an even number of spatial momenta
and the other to have an odd number. Let’s take nL to contain an odd number and nR to
contain an even number. It follows that n1 + n2 + nL is odd while n3 + n4 + nR is even. It
then follows that IE(ka, s), and therefore ψ4, are purely real. This means that the parity
odd quartic wavefunction coefficient due to the exchange of a massive spinning field with
real ν does not contribute to the trispectrum. This proof complements the one we have in
section 6 using weight-shifting operators.
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